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I do not believe in time / I do believe in water

Dionne Brand

Time is an artifice (fake?) that creates urgency (real!). And in moments of struggle, considerations of what 
to do can be paralytic, leaving us adrift. 

Almost one year ago, our eyes moved between the protests from Chile to Iran and the texts of Harriet Jacobs, 
Octavia Butler, and Assata Shakur. Yet our bodies remained still, so we sought works that moved us to 
move. The old future is not plausible, we realized: if the world is ending, we must look to less obvious worlds 
that exist alongside and within ourselves already. We articulated our desire, and allowed ourselves to be fed.

Many pieces in this journal were crafted prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and the most recent 
uprisings for Black liberation, some during. There is no “after.” Now we share them reminded that the role 
of the artist, as Toni Cade Bambara instructs, is to make the revolution irresistible. 

Let Protest, Prophecy, Play be a companion. Use this book as you pleas(ur)e: keep it close to you at night, inhale 
its spine. Finger its pages into planes or cranes. Cry on it. Draw in it. Take from it (take to it!). After all, acts 
of pleasure are acts of training. 

We present prophecy as a labor of love and study—not mysticism, but a learned practice of care and 
foresight. Many waves will crash to turn a cliff into pebbles and your gifts, too, are immutable, everlasting, 
inevitable. 

While you play here, what worlds do you see? Will you show us? 

With care,

Larissa Archondo and Katerina Pavlidis
Editors-in-Chief 

 



Dane Nakama, Don’t Worry I’m Fine, 2019
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Night milk, the clandestine opening of what will stay closed, 

eyes when all else has gone cold, 

return to the overnight finding of peace, 

black milk, black milk hidden out of view——

still the mirror on a wall gives him back his swollen eyelids 

and mud-hands fill the peepholes in dream—

drink a homemade wine, camel piss, black milk, 

piss milk forced into his throat to wipe clean sorrow—

black night and a rotten yolk broken out of its eggshell. 

Drink the morning sink into his knuckles, 

drink the morning prayer for a shadow— 

neither dead nor alive, crammed with the silence of black-ash.

There he asks the many questions of fire, of wind, 

and his daughter’s hair is a glint slipping away. 

Black night and the valley-spaces between fingers, 

till the hair rumps to the end of a road, 

nestled on the heap-head of a figment——

Child, child, there isn’t anything to see, black milk of morning, 

they drink you at night, a story of the blind, lacerating—

a story of a child cooked in her mother’s milk, 

the language of the dead he learns with milk, 

your mother’s nipple, where hope hangs 

in tiny milk-spots 

Black milk of morning, they drink you at night— 

the city drowning in your mother’s milk-sack, 

drowning, drowning, drowning.

*from Paul Celan’s “Death Fugue”
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tt I dream I use my brow-sweat, bones,

do some good, plant moss filters,

clean coal tar from the creek. I hear

in the pines, no sunshine, Monroe

 

singing the clank of refinery drums,

the groan of cross-ties he scores from

red oaks. Imagine asking the captain

 

for cool water, the time, but he says

he’s thrown his watch away. Imagine

a new story—no crying, the new day

is near, our mouths open in ardor,

 

jubilee, prickly pine, rosewood,

shagbark, good finds us in the cold,

dark, wind, come for us, almost here.
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Xingzi Gu, In the Mouth of Fire, 2019



Above: Carolyn Forrester, Megalomaniac, 2019
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John [stealing glances, thinking, being cute]

Michael [dreaming]

heavy is the head that wears the crown [                      ] heavier is [   ] the body [       ]  

knights of [                     ] gothic [          ] dream house [           ] in the pantry [                  ] 

champagne [              ] but [       ] taste of [                   ] cold-hearted [               ] lake wallenpaupack 

[              ] 4-year drought [      ] fortune-teller [         ] redneck poetry [         ] pick your poison [     ]

another shot of whiskey [         ] shared for generations [            ] no heart [     ] clean living [       ]

greek [                  ] small bites [                     ] crocodile tears [                    ] white t-shirt [    ]

byob [          ] righteous indignation [               ] summer pursuits [              ] clumpy grass [       ]

lattice work [               ] doha qatar [               ] greedily lapping [                ] balls of [             ] 

spread like [              ] we buy [                ] freckles [             ] salvation [               ]

slow burn [                 ] lightning bugs [                   ] be literal [                       ] be [                 ]

devoured by [               ] your drinking has affected me in the following ways [            ]

my greatest strength is [                ] i am willing to [                  ] come watch me [              ]

professor plum in the [                 ] with the [                 ] as seen by [                  ]

can’t stop [             ] full of [              ] broken [              ] sleeping [          ] tell apart [         ]

nudes are [            ] cute [            ] what do you know about [             ] the master’s tools [         ]

send help [             ] jaw slack [                 ] hotdog in a hallway [            ] superman [           ]

almond joys [         ] talk to god [           ] broken breath [          ] bent over [          ]

wet & heavy [               ] wolves [                ] feathergrass [             ] horses drowning [           ]

lapis lazuli [          ] virgin [            ] shame [              ] white rose [         ] dusty jukebox [         ]

buried [             ] nest [            ] cowlick [        ] incense stick [           ] quiver [          ]

each one teach one [              ] bullfrog [         ] velvet bowtie [          ] choked lamb [         ]

bruised peach [            ] all of the lights [           ] pound of flesh [      ] bees underwater [      ]

put your white coat on [       ] lab rat [         ] lie down with the lights on [          ] dandelions [        ] 

look better with the lights off [           ] shagreen [       ] honey on the comb [      ]

chandelier [        ] rattling teeth [         ] gritting [          ] the quick brown fox [         ] washed up [    ]

trumped up [       ] trickle down [        ] the night tastes [       ] boots at my door [        ] roam [     ] 

dangerously [       ]

“Dark river beds where a fellow can piss / Where a man passes his dick turns into a rat”

—Frank Stanford, For Those Who Sleep and Those Who Die

“Do you want to dip the rat / Completely in oil / Before we eat it . . . / With you / I’d take it raw”

—Dorothea Lasky, Do You Want to Dip the Rat
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Dear Child,

There are a lot of rules. Let’s review them again.

Answer all their questions. Some questions prompt truthful responses; speak 
philosophically and rely heavily on metaphors from nature. Sometimes their 
inquiries will pry deeply; sometimes they will attempt to gather facts about your 
whereabouts or your plans, or your home address; answer those questions with 
longer and sweeter explanations about the past, where you used to live, what you 
did last weekend. Explain as much as you are able in one breath or until their eyes 
glaze over. Smile and ask a question back.

When asked about your relationship status, be married. When they ask about 
your connection to the baby, he is not your little brother. You are his mother. His 
dad just got out of jail. Better yet, say prison. And he’s on his way home for dinner. 
What you wear and the way you move can attract or repel. Cover your flesh and 
hide your curves. Try to look lumpy. Do what you need to do to smell bad. Baths 
are expensive and hard on your skin. Greasy hair and dirty nails are healthier. Be 
slow to smile and always ready to spit. Do not be obvious or aggressive about the 
spit thing, because it angers them. You can only use it once.

When you walk on the street and get to the intersection where you have to stop 
to wait for the light to change, know where your wallet is and where your breasts 
are. Have your elbows free and ready in case you need to use them. If the road is 
clear, jaywalk. If there is traffic, pause and stand tall, but as soon as you’re able, 
keep moving.

If one of them asks for your phone number and you think you might see them 
again, give them mine. When they call, I will take a message and I will let you call 
back under supervision. If one of them gets your real number, let it go to voicemail. 
Tell them you prefer to text. When they send a text, respond immediately. If 
they ask about you, say that you are fine and doing very well, and then turn the 
conversation to them.

Do not drink anything from a cup. Ever. This rule applies to bottles, cans, glasses, 
pitchers, mugs, and bowls. Drink from the faucet if you know the house, and if 
you are not sure, take your water purification kit and go to the river. Doors are 
not enough. You have seen why. Doors obscure your view, they come open, and 
they can be knocked in. Trust open spaces. Trust the sky and the woods. Trust the 
rivers. Trust solitude.
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Sleep is risky. Get it while you can and learn to sleep with your eyes open. Learn 
to sleep on a bench in a public place with people watching. Sleep in hiding.

Above all, remember this, because it is the rule that writes all other laws. They owe 
you. You have the potential to bring their children into the world. They already 
owe you for that potential. Keep it that way. Do not ever, ever, ever let them give 
you anything. Keep the debts always in your favor.

You know the weapons. Keys. Brooms. High heels. Books. Frying pans. A shovel. 
Don’t be obvious when you scan, but know where they are. You know the rules. I 
taught you them all. I trust you. Keep them well.

In solidarity,
Your mom



Dane Nakama, Mother and Child, 2018
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Lots drawn at birth. Hers legitimate, mine 
not. Mine first. Adopted by the man who 
later fathers her. Her conception as yet 
unconceived. Mine immaculate, inasmuch 
as my mother never admitted a thing. My 
birth happened to her. She was a good girl. 
An angel. I happened to her. She had her 
own troubles. Girlhood fraught with the 
misfortunes of class. Drunks, braggarts, 
brutes, bullies.

I came first, fierce with colic. Inconsolable, 
as if I already knew. Wailing. Tiny fingers 
clenched. Hard purple. Mad with resistance. 

Lot. Fate. I drew the bastard card. The 
intentional sin card. Not my sin. Nor my 
mother’s either. So she says. But when 
it came time to sign the paper, to deliver 
me over to another fate, pen in hand, she 
hesitated. 

Maybe it was vanity, or maybe teenage 
maudlin, but she chose to keep her lesson 
in regret.

In Athens, 300 Scythian slaves herded 
reluctant citizens, those who would dodge 
their lot, from the Agora to the Pnyx with 
ochre-stained ropes. Imagine yourself 
sullied like that. No escape. 

But sometimes a reprieve. A five-year 
idyll of homemade granola, licorice root 
for chewing, barefooted romps wending 
lake-ward on hard-packed, root-bound 
paths, cool dirt shade; shhh, a skunk and 
her babies on the path ahead. The Beatles 
on Apple Records, “Here Comes the Sun.” 
Little People, dizzy spinners on the un-
grooved, sliced-apple logo. And a little dog, 
Benji, mop-furry, running alongside. 

Then, a storm. A summer storm. Sky 

throttled lets loose a torrent. Winds blast. 
A storm older than the old Thunderer 
himself. Sprung from Chaos, predating 
division of sky and earth. Pre-cosmos.

Perched in the bay window at the front 
of our trailer, “mobile home” my mom 
calls it, I watch. The wind whips a sapling 
I planted with dad. The sapling bent in 
half, almost snapping. Knees tucked up, 
toes tucked into my nightie, I watch and 
will the little springling to survive. Fear 
for it, embody it like a young Daphne. Feel 
myself resist the wind in vain. Leaves rent, 
branches splintering. 

“Birdie, get down. Time for bed. I’ve got 
to take mom to the hospital. The neighbours 
are coming to sit.” Mom and dad disappear 
into the storm. I track their headlights 
inching away down dark gravel but don’t 
fret about them like I do the wee maple. All 
alone, harassed by the wind. Breaking my 
heart.

The sun comes out. They come home 
with a baby. A ruddy, roly-poly baby with 
a white tuft of hair. Fat-cheeked, sanguine, 
greedy. It sucks up everything. Cries 
only when I pick it up. I’m sent outside. 
“Don’t wake the baby.” The baby smiles at 
everyone but me, like it already knows. The 
lots are drawn. 

I run wild with Benji and ignore the 
baby. But the baby grows. Toddles over 
everything. Wants everything. My bike, my 
Barbie. Chocolate cake and strawberries 
crusted on its grubby face. I’m to give it 
everything. “Don’t make the baby cry.” The 
baby’s hair is spun from sunshine, yet I’m 
harassed by the baby. Feel the gale force 
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of the baby threatening to shred me into 
irrecoverable pieces. 

A white shepherd attacks Benji. Benji, 
mop-furry friend. He crawls under my 
parents’ bed, like he knows his time is up. 
A vigil through the night, until he rattles to 
a stop. At breakfast three of us sob into our 
granola. Heads low. We don’t stop. Baby 
giggles drooling biscuit down her fat chins. 
I hate her.

After Benji, restlessness. We move. 
Another baby. This one a boy with an egg-
shaped head. Pried from the womb. 

Move again, errant like we can’t find 
fate’s path, or don’t want to. Constant 
uprooting. New friends, schools, houses. As 
if my parents are out to prove Heraclitean 
flux. Never the same river. Never staying 
long enough to catch breath, never still. 
But transience comforts me. If we keep 
spinning, I might land somewhere not 
damned. 

A tub. Angel washes us though I’m too 
old for it. The baby-not-baby and I stand in 
the sudsy water. “Why is yours different 
from hers?” pointing between my legs. 

My difference protrudes. Stands outside 
legitimacy, outside wedlock. Later, I pull at 
my Labia Majora stretching them over the 
inner bits. Like a crime to be covered. Like 
it’s impolite of them to stick out like they 
do. Impudent little bastards.

In antiquity, misshapen babies, babies 
who threatened appearances, were exposed. 
Left to die in the wild. Bad things happen 
when kindly peasants rescue them. Fate 
metastasizes the little rejects. And they 
die reviled. Morphed by circumstance. 

Circumstance a euphemism for fate that 
stands around you. Hemming you in.

The baby, now four, asks mom if I’m a 
black sheep. That’s what she heard from 
her grandma. She whispers it to me “you’re 
a black sheep. A black sheep is someone 
mom hates, someone who is always in 
trouble. Someone who is you.” All I think to 
do is scrunch up my eyes and hiss. 

She tattles. I’m grounded. She tattles. 
I get a spank. And then one night, twin 
beds side by side, she breathes funny. 
Grumbling, rumbling like sucking up 
pebbles under water. Gasping, like she can’t 
get enough of everything she wants. Not 
perspicuous enough to act on murderous 
thoughts, I run for my parents. 

“She would have died if not for Birdie.” 
We visit her in hospital. Under an oxygen 
tent. Pale. Still wheezing. She reaches for 
the Barbie in my hand. I understand I must 
give it to her. I don’t begrudge. I’m a hero, 
free to give. 

I don’t miss her but am no less rapt in 
the festive mood of Baby’s return. A cake 
is baked. I help to frost it. Baby is carried in. 
Lain on the sofa. From inside her jacket she 
produces the Barbie, its once silken locks 
shorn like a spring sheep. Coy smiling, 
she offers me the doll. Mother sees. “Oh, a 
pixie cut! How stylish!” I hurl Barbie to the 
floor. Storm upstairs, fists clenched. Get a 
talking to and apologize to Baby. 

Mom cracks. Dad calls it a breakdown. 
Too many pregnancies. Swollen. In bed, 
curtains drawn. I’m left in charge of the egg-
headed boy. The Baby and she convalesce.

I cart the little guy to Melanie’s house. 
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We linger in her bedroom, ears pressed to 
the phone. Too young for responsibility. 
Either the gate isn’t latched or he climbs 
over. Even mom calls the egg-head a holy 
terror. Whisper-blush-giggle on the line. 
Then we notice him missing. Run about the 
house. Laughing hysterically. The nervous 
but assured kind. We’ll find the boy 
among pots and pans inside a cupboard. 
We find him face down in the pool. Fish 
him out. Doesn’t gasp. Stays limp. I throw 
his wet blue body in the stroller and run 
home screaming. Screaming for help. Not 
knowing enough even to call 911.

I am a stupid little girl says the baby, 
“grandma says you are just a step-sister 
and you killed my brother, Black Sheep.” 

In Athens, it took six thousand votes to 
ostracize a man for ten years. In my family 
fewer potshards are required. A single 
ostrakon. A quorum of one. Exile indefinite.

Angel won’t look at me. Takes to drink. 
The Irish whiskey of an abject clan. Grief 
saturated. Double-bonded: suspended, 
preserved. Booze wafts from her pores, 
so you can’t smell the rage just under her 
skin. Pungent distillation. Dirty smelling. 
Needs a bath smelling.

Alone everywhere. Melanie shuns me. 
Teacher looks with pity and away. Shakes 
her head. Dad says, “it’s not your fault.” We 
both know it probably is. My fault. My fate.

Heracles, heroic bastard, once killed his 
children in a fit of rage. Supposedly Hera 
made him do it. Still, he participated. He 
starred in a fate culminating in apotheosis. 
To be so lucky.

The angel bears another. It slips out, 

loosened by drink. And is not damaged. 
Its only abnormality: quiet. I pick it up. It 
doesn’t cry. Only when mom isn’t looking. 
Otherwise, I’m verboten. The verboten 
child. Not to touch anything fragile. 
Anything of value. I stay in the shadows. 
But when she’s not looking, I peek in at 
the newborn. Nose up to its purity. Inhale 
its just-hatched scent. Unsullied. All love. 
Innocence radiates from this one like she’ll 
die sooner than she ought.

Another baby ripening in the angel’s 
womb. No one can see its shock of black 
hair. Eyes too. Dark pools. Only I hear the 
door creak when the angel skulks in so late, 
wings tarnished. A marriage bookended 
by bastards. Black sheep.

When it comes out I know because 
now I’m in biology class. Mendel’s peas. 
Dominance. But no one says. Instead, we 
move. Skittering around fate’s trap. A new 
start. I’m tolerated at the dinner table. Dad’s 
eyes tamped down. A single will prevails. 
Angel at the helm. Her defence imperial 
and barking.

Out of the blue, she sits me down for 
the talk. Prying. “Has a boy tried to hold 
your hand? To touch you?” I look away. Her 
innocence pathological. A sham. I say, “Is 
the new one the postman’s daughter?” I 
laugh. She slaps. At least the talk is over. A 
white tuft of hair peeking around the door 
gives away Baby. Baby who still tattles at 
every turn. “Birdie’s having sex! Baby, a 
baby! Birdie’s having a baby!” 

“Shut up, you little puke.” She tattles. 
I’m grounded. 

Christmas dinner. Baby’s grand-folks. 
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Outside a storm. Inside a Norman Rockwell 
scene: crackling fire, scripted niceties. 
A scene the angel has been living up to 
since marriage. Trying to anyway. The 
grandparents embrace me stiffly, yet seem 
to overlook the new baby’s difference. Its 
giveaway brown eyes and skin. An aunt 
has knit identical sweaters for Baby and 
me. Christmas-red, garter stitch, long 
enough to be dresses, misshapen sleeves, 
elven-pointed hoods. We are made to try 
and keep them on. Everyone gathers with 
stilted cheer around the table. 

Carving the turkey, grandfather teases. 
Always does. Patriarchal liberties. Always 
about boys. The only possible topic. The 
topic that got the angel, got me, here in 
the first place. I hate boys, teenaged boys 
especially. He sings. Puerile grinning. 
Teddy, the mealy-faced neighbour boy, 
and I sitting in a tree. “K-I-S-S-I-N-G!” 
Baby joins in the finale, “first comes love, 
then comes marriage, then comes another 
black sheep in the baby carriage.” She baas 
a gravy-smeared chorus. 

“Shut the fuck up!” 
Grandpa wielding the carving knife 

freezes. Grandma gasps, two fingers 
pressed to pursed lips. Baby snickers, 
“You’re really gonna get it now!” The angel 
rises, mortified. She rises and points a 
bony, malevolent finger like the witches in 
Macbeth. I half expect her to reveal herself, 
“I come, Graymalkin!” But when she opens 
her mouth, she borrows instead from Lady 
Macbeth, “Out!” 

I know the rest. I’m the stain. The 
mark that sullies. Dad looks down. Keep 

peace or pay hell. His choice obvious. I go 
through the kitchen to the boot room and 
push my way out the wind-slammed door. 
Fists clenched against the cold. Hard cast 
against humiliation. 

At first, I take shelter in the backseat 
of the station wagon where I’m expected to 
wait on my real punishment. Baby comes 
to the picture window. She pushes hands 
and face up against the glass. Spies me in 
the car and sticks out her tongue. I pretend 
not to notice. Stretched full length on the 
back bench. Head propped on interlaced 
fingers as if I’m living the life. As if the 
wind isn’t howling all around the car. 

Boredom settles in next to the cold. I 
move to the driver’s seat. Pretend to drive 
home but get lost on the way. Tuck my 
knees up inside my jacket. They bump the 
horn. Baby watches. Ready to tattle. Let her. 
I can freeze here waiting on consequences, 
or visit the sugar bush where a phalanx of 
maples might offer some protection.

I push my way out of the car. Gusts 
whip the snow in a chaotic pas de deux. 
Baby’s face, still pressed against the 
picture glass, streams with tears. I take 
off my jacket. The wind rushes off with 
it. We stand opposite one another in our 
misshapen sweaters. She inside. I out. 

I turn. Go around back, clinging to 
the side of the garage, past the tea roses 
mulched in stake and burlap trenches. At 
their centre, a marble birdbath, in spring 
aflutter with birdsong, now frozen stiff. 
Beset by the North Wind’s high pitched 
roar. Blizzard raging against the polite 
cultivation of summer lawns and lemonade. 
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I pass through the arbor deep into the 
stand of maples where neither weeding 
nor pruning nor presuming to tame are 
suffered. Inside the grove stillness reigns. 
Binding us together. The maples nod and 
lean. I look up at a pale moon, shining 
white. Translucent like a child’s moon.

I look down. The leather of my boot has 
come away from its sole. My toes twist 
apart knotting their way into the frozen 
ground. I could try to run, but I stand still. 
My fate no longer mother’s. My toes find 

a warm network of others. I look up at 
the maples rocking. Soon I am sheathed 
in protective bark. My crown radiates 
outward. Home.

In the spring, Baby joins the tapping 
out party. She hangs a pail to catch my 
sap. Sweet water flows. She stands still in 
the red garter-knit, one hand on my rough 
bark, learning a quiet that will keep her 
safe. Eventually, she moves on, but I stay 
here. Rooted.
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An old man nurses a warm beer in a Milwaukee 
neighborhood bar. 

Anybody remember Paul Goodman? 
No? Growing Up Absurd? No. Of course not. 
Nobody knows anything anymore. It’s all 
YouTube and Twitter and bullshit. 

Paul Goodman was a writer. A 
real writer. An intellectual, back when 
intellectual wasn’t a dirty word. He wrote 
one of the great books of the day. People 
called him a sociologist, but he denied it. He 
said sociology was too lifeless. He was an 
intellectual. An activist. A radical. 

I didn’t know him. Met him a couple 
times, but can’t say that I knew him. That 
would be dishonest. Got to know his son 
a bit before he died in that car crash. That 
was terrible. 

Loved his books. Book. Still, one day 
I got roped into doing him a favor. Doing 
Paul Goodman a favor. Or trying to. 

It was July 1968. You don’t have to be 
around as long as I have to know that a lot 
of things happened in ’68. Assassinations. 
Riots. War. Free love. Dope. Make love, not 
war. Janis Joplin. Jerry Rubin. It was great. 
A good time to be alive. You missed it. I was 
there. 

So I had this friend, Burt…no…wait…it 
wasn’t…no, Burt wasn’t my friend. He was 
Ron’s friend. Ron was my friend, and Ron’s 
friend Burt, knew Goodman, was a good 
friend of Goodman, and Goodman asked 
Burt for a favor, and Burt asked Ron and 
Ron asked me, and that’s how I happened 
to do a favor for Paul Goodman.

I was glad to do it because I had just 
torn up my draft card and I was waiting for 
my indictment to come down and I’d never 
been out of the country. Not once. This was 
a chance for me to see something of the 

world, just a piece of it, before I got slapped 
in the slammer. 

See, Goodman had been asked by 
the New York Review of Books to write an 
essay about contemporary Cuban poetry. 
Apparently there was good stuff coming 
out of Cuba—good poetry—and it was 
getting a lot of notice elsewhere, like in 
France and…elsewhere, but no one here 
even knew about it.

Problem was, Goodman was supposed 
to write this article but he couldn’t get his 
hands on any Cuban poetry because it 
was illegal. It was Cuban. And everything 
Cuban was illegal in the United States. 
Cuban cigars—everyone knows about 
that. You still can’t get a decent cigar in 
this country. But not just cigars. Sugar. No 
Cuban sugar. Has to come from somewhere 
else. Dominican Republic or somewhere. 

And poetry. Yeah. Cuban poetry was 
illegal in the United States of America. 
Was fifty years ago. Still is. Can’t have it, or 
you’re breaking the law. I don’t know what 
the hell they’re thinking. You read that 
stuff, your head will explode or something. 
You’ll turn into a communist.

Anyway, Goodman needed to get his 
hands on some contraband Cuban poems 
or he couldn’t write his story. 

Goodman told Burt there was a 
bookseller in Montreal who had Cuban 
poetry. Gave Burt the address and a wad 
of cash and asked him to go to Montreal 
for him. Goodman wasn’t going himself to 
pick up the poetry. Had something else to 
do, I guess. Asked Burt to go for him. And 
Burt asked Ron and Ron asked me, and 
Suzanne, and that’s how it all happened. 

Free road trip. Sounded like fun. 
Burt asked Ron and Ron asked me. Ron 
also asked Suzanne. Suzanne wasn’t his 
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girlfriend. Ron was gay. Me too. So was 
Burt. Not Suzanne. Not that I knew of. 
Goodman was gay too. Had a wife and a 
boyfriend. Suzanne was just a friend, a 
fellow traveler. We all piled in Burt’s car 
and headed off for Montreal. 

We drove north from Ithaca high as 
kites, and we were still buzzed when we 
crossed the border. We didn’t have any 
dope on us. We weren’t that stupid. Though 
nobody checked us for dope or anything 
else as we passed into Canada. They just 
asked us where we were going and why 
and we said Montreal to buy some poetry, 
which the Canadians must have thought 
made some kind of sense. Being Canadian. 

We pulled into Montreal in the evening. 
The sun was still up, so we drove by the 
site of Expo, the last great World’s Fair. It 
had closed that spring, but the pavilions 
were still there, though they were empty 
and there weren’t any people around. Still, 
some mind-blowing structures. 

Goodman had booked us a cheap but 
nice little hotel downtown. We checked in, 
dropped our bags in the room, and headed 
out to explore. Walked our butts off. Drank 
some cheap wine on a sidewalk. Ate crepes 
or something. Who knows? Something 
French I’m sure. It was a long time ago.

Next morning, we all went to the 
bookstore. Guy was ready for us, had a 
couple of boxes all packed up, ready to 
go. We put them in the trunk and headed 
toward home. 

Maybe back then there was some car 
loaded with college kids entering the US 
from Canada that didn’t get pulled over 
and searched, but I doubt it. If you were 
a student in 1968 you were a suspect. By 
definition. Even if you weren’t a student, if 

you just looked like a student, you couldn’t 
be trusted. That’s the way it was. 

So we got pulled out of line, our car 
waved to the side, and we had to step out 
of the car while they searched it. They 
went through the glove compartment, 
looked under the seats, under the floor 
mats, ran their hands down between 
the seat cushions to see if anything was 
stuffed there. Had us empty our pockets. 
They asked to see our luggage. 

We opened the trunk. 
“What’s in the boxes?”
“Poetry,” we answered, and we knew. 

We were screwed. 
Two hours later they offered to let 

us go, but only if we signed this form 
agreeing to the destruction of the poetry. 
We didn’t even have to consult with each 
other. This isn’t Nazi Germany, we said. 
This is America. We’re not talking about 
drugs or guns, we’re talking about poetry, 
goddammit. We’re not going to sign your 
form. We’re not going to be a part of your 
book-burning. 

Another hour passed. They released 
us. Said we’d be hearing from the Justice 
Department, which we did. Couple weeks 
later Burt got a letter from Washington. 
Said the books had been destroyed, and 
that we each owed a five-dollar fine for 
trying to bring them into the U.S. 

Asked me to sign a form to burn a 
damn book. Of poetry!

I’ll tell you what. Deep in the bowels of 
some justice building in Washington, D.C. 
is a ledger with an unpaid balance of five 
dollars. I’ll go to my grave owing those five 
dollars. I’m happy to say that’s the only 
debt I have. And it’s one I’ll never pay. 
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Above: Casualty: a poem by Seamus Heaney, 2018
Below: Procession: a poem by John Montague, 2018



The protest stones take the form of two text-wrapped stones, one for each 
pocket, ready to be thrown. Many of the poems are taken from Seamus Heaney’s 
anthology North, first published in 1975, where he addresses the theme of the 
“troubles” in Northern Ireland head-on for the first time. Faced with irrational 
bigotry and hostility in the six counties, many of the poems describe a way of 
Catholics “getting by.” The early stones came from our backyard in Brooklyn, and, 
after they were wrapped with text, had the edges knocked off them by being 
hurled at the stone walls of our Dean Street basement. The hope is that the words 
of the poems gain literal weight and even the anticipation of action and violence 
from their supports. As Heaney put it, these works strive to “grant the religious 
intensity of the violence its deplorable authenticity and complexity.”

–Stefana McClure

Protest Jackets (detail), 2018 
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“Remember me, Mrs. Weber?”
“Yes.”
“Is it okay if I take you out to the  

lounge now?”
“Yes.”
“Here, now I’m just going—”
“Yes.”
Suellen gets down on her haunches and 

undoes the brakes of Ms. Weber’s wheelchair. 
When she gets back up again, she feels 
something in the small of her back pop. A brief 
pain washes over her whole body, leaving her 
numb. Just a pinched nerve, she thinks. 

Technically one of the orderlies should be 
taking Ms. Weber out, but the administrators 
at the home haven’t hired anyone new since 
the buyouts last fall. In addition to being senior 
geriatrics nurse, Suellen has been shuttling 
Ms. Weber around each morning, this time for 
a family visit where some nitpicky sister or 
son-in-law will no doubt insist that she give a 
tour of the whole facility.

Though the work is hard, Ms. Weber 
isn’t combative like some of the further-gone 
patients in the memory care unit. In fact, the 
old widow is better to deal with than most 
of Suellen’s co-workers, gossipy women 
(practically all the nurses are women even 
though the profession stopped being women’s 
work long ago) who fill up whole rooms with 
nervous energy. Still, Suellen’s exhausted body 
thrums like it’s running at hyper-speed in 

spite of the medication her doctor prescribes 
for her anxiety. She envies the calmness of 
Mrs. Weber’s disease but not the disease itself. 
Lately, she’s been wondering whether she 
could ever achieve peace without having it 
erase her mind entirely.

“Are you ready to see your family today, 
Ms. Weber?”

Ms. Weber’s smile grows wider. A necklace 
of drool dribbles down from her bottom lip.

“I knew you’d be happy. I’m just going to 
take you to the visitor’s lounge. We can hang 
out together before they come. How does that 
sound?”

No response. This is why Ms. Weber has 
grown on Suellen: her lack of drama.

Ms. Weber smiles at the ceiling as Suellen 
wheels her to the padlocked door. In her past 
life, Ms. Weber was a diplomat’s prized wife, 
crystal-blonde and ogled by men non-stop—
even as she mouthed the Lord’s Prayer at his 
funeral, by then a mother well into her thirties 
with a face that still upstaged her husband. She 
told Suellen this during a moment of clarity. 

Suellen scans the room for anything she 
might’ve forgotten to bring. Mounted to the 
wall is a letter-sized sepia photograph of Ms. 
Weber from when she was young. The lone 
white girl in the picture is wearing calf-high 
safari boots and a pith helmet, somewhere in 
Africa, maybe Ethiopia judging by the loosely 
coiled curls of the black gamekeeper standing 
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behind her. There’s nothing much else of Ms. 
Weber’s in the room, just the one photo and 
her electric rocking chair. Tucked away in her 
closet along with her normal cotton gowns are 
Chanel dresses from her youth. The nursing 
home provided her with everything else: the 
standard-issue comforter, the Queen Anne 
furniture set. Suellen turns off the light. 

It’s a short, lonely walk to the lounge. The 
hallway is empty. All the patients are still asleep 
in their rooms except for room 210, in which 
a man—Suellen doesn’t know his name—is 
calling out softly for his mother.

Suellen and Ms. Weber take the elevator 
down to the main floor with the teenaged 
student volunteers from the mostly Black all-
girls charter school. They’re giggling over a 
secret joke. When Ms. Weber starts giggling 
along with them, they break out into full-on 
laughter until the elevator stops moving. The 
schoolgirls’ fairyish bodies smell sweet like 
the pink lotion Suellen used to work through 
her own girls’ scalps. The door opens, and they 
all spill out, still grinning as they walk past 
Suellen. 

There’s no one in the lounge either. Light 
pools in through the half-closed blinds, 
streaking the Pepto Bismol-colored carpet. The 
janitor, a Ukrainian man who can’t speak but a 
few words of English, mops the hallway floors 
with citrusy oil soap.

Suellen’s iPhone rings in her back pocket 

as soon as she sits down on one of the 
couches. Aubrey, she thinks, and sighs. Suellen 
programmed her phone to play “March of the 
Valkyries” for her eldest and most unstable 
daughter, a senior at GW’s undergrad. The 
melody stops and then starts up again. The 
voicemail jingle plays, deepening the dread 
that’s weighing down her stomach. She knows 
she can pick up even though she’s on the clock. 
Ms. Weber won’t complain; most of the time 
she can only speak in tongues.

Neither of Suellen’s girls knows the 
peculiar pain of being truly alone after a 
lifetime of dependency. When Aubrey visited 
home yesterday, turning up unannounced in 
the Dutch colonial’s kitchen for dinner, she 
let it slip that she’d secretly dropped out of 
the engineering school to do women’s studies 
two years back. Though she tried explaining 
her major to Suellen—“It’s about women’s 
issues, mommy, and I already told you a million 
times how awful the white guys in the comp 
sci department were”—the title still makes 
Suellen imagine a bespectacled professor 
jotting down the ingredients for chess pie on 
a chalkboard. She yelled at Aubrey until her 
throat got raw, telling her that, if she really 
cared about women, she wouldn’t have gone 
lying to her for so long, but Aubrey wasn’t one 
to listen—always had to have it her way, even 
before her dad passed. So Suellen said she was 
cutting Aubrey off. She wouldn’t be paying the 
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parent contribution for her last semester. She 
wouldn’t pay for anything of Aubrey’s at all. 
Aubrey slammed Suellen’s front door like she 
wouldn’t be back. She just turned twenty, the 
same age Suellen was when she first moved 
to DC. She’s headstrong like Suellen was too, 
only without an awareness of destitution and 
the many roads that lead towards it.

Suellen starts dialing Aubrey’s number but 
stops halfway, delaying the inevitable: tears, 
apologies, Aubrey bending Suellen to her will 
until Suellen gives her more than she already 
had been. 

“You know,” Suellen says to break the 
silence. “I never wanted to be a mom. Not really. 
I love my kids—I’d give up my life for them—
but I don’t want to be a mom.”

Ms. Weber pats her hand. 
“Thank you, Ms. Weber.”
“I understand.”
From nursing school, Suellen has learned 

that Alzheimer’s is an affliction that cuts the 
brain into a million scattered puzzle pieces. 
These puzzles, bits of memory, soar around 
the victim’s brain. Sometimes, two or three of 
the pieces come together by chance, and the 
patient can hold full conversations until the 
pieces fall apart again. I understand.

“That’s real kind of you to say.”
“M-mu.”
“What’s that?”
“M-mu-mu.”

Ms. Weber strokes the deep-brown of 
Suellen’s hand like she’s trying to smooth away 
the sunspots. She’s unafraid of blackness. 
Suellen’s always suspected that Ms. Weber 
probably has her confused for some mammy 
that no doubt raised her. Ms. Weber could’ve 
been anyone before disease subdued her—
even a racist. But Suellen knows that to think 
of the past would mean distracting her from 
all the real, material things that she can still 
have power over, mostly bills and doctor’s 
appointments.

“Marjorie.” Marjorie is Ms. Weber’s first 
name.

“You want me to call you Marjorie?”
“Yes.”
Suellen glances up at the clock. Marjorie’s 

family is running a little late, but Suellen 
tries to be grateful for the respite they’ve 
unintentionally provided her. 

“Okay,” she finally says. “Marjorie it is, then. 
But only between us.”

Suellen waits for a response, but Marjorie 
has gone silent again. Marjorie sits patiently, 
longing for the old record player that sits 
on her bedside and how it drowns out the 
noise mounting inside her. The number 
keeps jumping out at her: twenty, the end of 
teenagerhood. That age had led to so much 
loss. Even now, she felt it, her first twenty years 
raw underneath the additional thirty-eight.
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*
Suellen used to be young and pretty too. 

The summer she became an of-age orphan, 
a real adult, she turned twenty. Her parents, 
poor, stoic country people from a hamlet in 
Virginia called Nevers, had let her move to DC 
to work to pay off the interest on old bills, and 
now they were both gone. An uncle of hers 
tried explaining what had happened to them 
over the phone—building code violations, 
carbon monoxide poisoning, something about 
red blood cells rebelling against the body—but 
both were too shocked to try to understand the 
fantastical-sounding medical jargon.

Lyle came up to her on the day of the wake. 
She was sitting on a park bench, crying quietly 
into her hands because she didn’t have the 
money to go home. She’d wired the last of her 
savings to her mom’s people who’d insisted 
on buying the special water-resistant caskets 
that the mortician suggested.

“Hey.”
She looked up. A smiling dark-skinned 

man in a long coat looked back. The first thing 
she noticed was how attractive he was. He had 
soft, brown eyes and long lashes like a girl’s. 
His hair was done up in an impressive tower 
of an afro. She thought of those images of the 
Black Panthers she’d seen in the news. 

“You good?”
Suellen shrugged, trying to play it cool. She 

looked off into the distance. The waterlogged 
women’s magazines her employers kept in 
their powder room all said that the best way 
to attract men was to pretend not to care. The 
tactic worked perfectly on the ones she actually 
didn’t like, leering men of all colors whistling 
and yelling even on the days she wore giant 
mohair sweaters that cocooned her body from 
the world. Though she tried hard not to, she 
couldn’t help but smile at him. 

He went to sit next to her. He kept a polite 
distance, something most men from the city 
seemed incapable of doing. All the others 
demanded that she smile for them, but he 
didn’t need to. He let her do it on her own.

“What’s so funny?” he asked. “Lemme in 
on the joke.”

“You’s the joke,” she said.
He gave her a look of faux indignation. His 

expressions were dramatic. How’d he do that 
thing with his face? Twist up his mouth up 
into that peculiar shape?

“Wanna hear a real good joke?”
“Sure.”
“Lemme take you on a date first.”
“Is that the joke?”
The man’s eyes went wide like a cartoon 

character’s. Suellen laughed so hard that her 
ribs started to ache. The closest she’d ever 
come to hurting like this had been during a 
matinée showing of Airplane! at the discount 
theater back home. 
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“Okay,” she said once she’d finally finished, 
and even then he was still going at it, giving 
her those crazy looks. “How about this 
Saturday? I’m free that day. Here, I’ll give you 
my employer’s number—I work for one of the 
houses over here—but you have to promise to 
ring after five or else his wife might pick up 
cause the white people over here are nosy as 
hell.”

She was the live-in nanny of a wealthy 
WASP family (a set of twelve-year-old triplets, 
all boys). She was a good worker, so efficient 
that she’d scheduled her grief into twenty-
two-minute crying sessions that didn’t take 
her away from the kids too long. The pay was 
alright—ten dollars an hour—but nothing to 
really plan a future with in the long-term.

She didn’t think to ask for his name until 
after she went back to work, and at first she 
thought he wouldn’t call. But at around 4:50 
that evening, as she vacuumed up Graham 
cracker crumbs from underneath the kitchen 
table, the phone rang.

His voice crackled on the other end of the 
line. “Is that ravishing young thing from the 
walking park still available for commingling?” 
he asked in a British accent, giving Suellen 
another fit of laughter.

“Hmm,” she said when she finally got 
a moment to breathe. “I don’t think she has 
enough time to babysit anymore than she 
already does. Who is this?”

The shuffling sound grew louder, drowning 
out Lyle’s voice for a second. Someone was 
sorting files or some type of paper on his end.

“What was that noise?”
“Sorry. I’m still at work. You know the post 

office in Georgetown? The historic one?”
“No, but go ahead.”
“I work in the back. Not super exciting, 

but it’s a government job. Steady with all the 
benefits so I get something in exchange for 
breaking my back. You just can’t let people use 
you for nothing like some slave.”

“That’s lucky. How’d you get that?”
“An old friend put in a good word.”
Suellen always had dreams of going back 

home with money and a husband as suave as 
Lyle, never mind that she’d soon find out that 
he was a socialist who believed church was 
an opiate for the masses, a combination of 
beliefs that would be sacrilege in Nevers. She 
envied his openness. She wanted to cherish it 
as closely as possible, too afraid to emulate it 
herself.

“So what do you wanna do?” Lyle asked.
“Let’s meet in Chinatown tomorrow. 10 am.”
Only after Suellen hung up did she realize 

that she’d again forgotten to ask his name.

*
Suellen and Marjorie sit in the lounge for 

what feels like forever. Marjorie doesn’t seem 
to mind—she’s humming a made-up tune—
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but Suellen’s pursing her lips as she checks the 
clock for the umpteenth time.

It’s one thing if people can’t afford to keep 
their family together, but to pay thousands of 
dollars to leave people behind always seemed 
cruel to Suellen. The home’s luxuries only 
deepen this discomfort, making her feel like 
everyone is expendable for a certain price. 
She thinks about her own two girls, Aubrey 
and sixteen-year-old Jayne, a mathematics 
wunderkind who fled to boarding school last 
fall on a partial scholarship—a real dream 
of a kid for the most part. She came out to 
Suellen right before she’d gone, to which 
Suellen responded by sucking on her bottom 
lip disapprovingly. Unlike Suellen, Jayne 
doesn’t believe her love for other girls is a poor 
choice meant to hurt her mother. Love, she told 
Suellen at the train station, is never a choice. 
Suellen stood in silence as her youngest went 
to stand in line for the Northeast Regional, too 
angry to hug the plump, bifocaled girl but also 
too afraid to leave the station until the crowd 
had thinned itself out completely through the 
gate.

Suellen’s joked to her girls about getting 
older—“If I’m senile, girls, just throw me in 
the ocean”—but fears she’ll wind up worse off 
than Marjorie. A state-run facility, judging by 
the way things are going with Jayne ignoring 
her calls at Simon’s Rock and Aubrey acting 
like Suellen would always be there to absorb 

both her abuse and the consequences of her 
decisions. Her mind runs wild. It goes from 
calculating all of the minutes Marjorie’s family 
has wasted to last month’s family budget: 
Jayne’s orthodontist, therapist, chiropractor, 
tennis clinic safety deposit; Aubrey’s tuition, 
therapist, rent (Aubrey insists on staying in 
that run-down townhouse on U Street because, 
apparently, Suellen is toxic even though 
Aubrey’s always turning up in her kitchen for 
free meals), Accutane pills. The life insurance 
payout plus the wrongful death pension plus 
fifty additional hours at the retirement home 
will help.

Suellen’s about to take Marjorie back to her 
room when a little girl with hair the color of 
cornmeal comes rushing in. She’s wearing a 
glittery tee-shirt with a picture of that band 
Aubrey’s obsessed with, the one with the little 
boys who wear psychedelic clothing. She has 
in earphones with no wire, twirling around 
and mouthing the lyrics to a song only she 
can hear. She almost knocks over an umbrella 
holder.

Suellen is thinking of a nice way to tell this 
little girl to park her butt in a chair, that this is 
a place of peace and not a rock ‘n’ roll concert, 
when a grown woman in a power-suit comes 
in behind her.

The woman holds the hand of another, 
littler girl who looks similar to the one in the 
earphones but no older than three or four. 
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A baby and her older sister, Suellen thinks, 
remembering how she used to take her own 
girls to the National Mall to see the dinosaur 
bones, Rembrandt paintings and the Venus 
flytrap that bloomed once every decade.

“Hello,” the woman says, extending her free 
hand. Her French manicure looks expensive 
and plain. She says her name, but all Suellen 
can think is “Karen,” which is what Jayne and 
Aubrey call white women like this one. “I’m the 
patient’s daughter.”

Suellen takes her hand, wincing at the 
woman’s iron-clad grip. “Nice to meet you.” 
She’s about to call the woman Ms. Weber, 
but stops herself. Marjorie is Ms. Weber. Ms. 
Marjorie Weber, the widowed nursing home 
invalid.

“And this is my husband.”
A man with the reverse-hour-glass figure 

of a bowling pin comes bumbling towards 
them. He reeks of cigarettes.

“I should probably get going,” Suellen says. 
“Busy schedule today.”

She leaves quickly, too tired to introduce 
herself to people who come and go like the wind. 

*
“Let’s get married,” Lyle told Suellen.
Her body went numb and clammy. She was 

waiting for him to reframe the suggestion as 
just another one of his jokes when she heard 
herself say yes.

There was no ring, no ceremony, only 
the yellowish tinge of the burger joint’s neon 
Open sign casting shadows onto the Formica 
tabletop. They couldn’t afford to go anywhere 
fancier for dates, of which there had only been 
four.

They split the bill again and took the metro 
to Judiciary Square where they got married for 
twenty-five dollars and ninety cents. Suellen 
quit her job to go live with Lyle in a rent-
controlled apartment, packing the marriage 
certificate away into her mother’s satin-lined 
hat box. He kept the receipt of the courthouse 
dues, pinning it to the portable dishwasher 
his godparents helped pay for with kitschy 
magnets made to look like mini collard-greens, 
swiss chards and radishes.

Suellen was poring over Help Wanted 
ads in their tiny living room when she came 
across a news article about how, due to a labor 
shortage, nurses were making the same type 
of money as the pinstripe-suited white men on 
Capitol Hill whom Lyle loved mocking.

“Isn’t this crazy?” she told Lyle, reading the 
headline aloud. She had to say it twice; Lyle 
had lost some of his hearing to a childhood 
bout of meningitis.

“You should take classes,” he said.
“Be serious.”
“I am.”
So Suellen became a student instead of 

a maid. While both her age and the interest 
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on her loans seemed to grow exponentially, 
school dragged on. First came her GED, then 
her Bachelor’s, then her Master’s. Meanwhile, 
Lyle returned home from work late, bleary-
eyed from the long hours.

Each night was the same. He came to 
Suellen still in his uniform, a juvenile outfit 
like a schoolboy’s: a safari hat, khaki pants, 
black clodhoppers, knee-high socks, a dress-
shirt made of a chemically treated material 
that never wrinkled. They took turns rubbing 
down each other’s naked bodies on the queen 
mattress they’d bought on layaway. They 
played comedy records for background noise 
and described the dream homes they’d buy 
if they ever got a billion dollars. His imagined 
houses were always over-the-top—a giant 
shark-filled aquarium like in the James Bond 
movies, water fountains that shot out cream 
soda—but all Suellen said she wanted was 
stability, a simple starter home she could buy 
if she tried hard enough.

Time went by on its own when she and 
Lyle didn’t think about it. Both had learned that 
staring at a clock for too long only made work 
feel like an eternity and pleasure a second. The 
record eventually stopped, and neither of them 
ever had the energy to play another. 

*
The nursing home’s break room is already 

packed by the time Suellen comes in. She has 

to squeeze past the line of people waiting to 
use the Keurig to get to the fridge. She packs 
the same brown-bagged lunch every day, a 
bland but bearable meal of Vegenaise tuna 
salad, baby carrots and hummus. She used to 
eat fried bologna sandwiches all the time up 
until her blood pressure started acting up. She 
remembers how Lyle had made her breakfast-
in-bed during their honeymoon in Niagara 
Falls. She shoves the memory back with more 
thoughts of work, a trick to stave off the 
sadness of old losses.

Someone’s microwaving fish. The smell is 
suffocating even though the windows are all 
open. She opens the fridge and searches for 
her bag. Lunch boxes in every conceivable 
color, material and pattern fill up the shelves. 
She stares blankly at a tropical label of a bottle 
of Thousand Island dressing in the door, trying 
to take back control of her mind. At first, she 
can’t find her bag, but then there it is on the top 
shelf: a repurposed Little Brown Bag stuffed 
in the very back. She has to get on her toes to 
reach the handle.

A bunch of the nurses are flocked around 
the giant butcher’s table.

“I can’t believe it,” one of them says. “The 
admins are trying to run things into the ground 
on purpose at this point.”

At first, Suellen tunes them out like she 
always does. She nods politely to the ones she 
likes: the physical therapist whose infant son 
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passed away from cancer early this month, 
the Haitian rehabilitative nurse who sends her 
Mahogany brand Christmas cards every year. 
She’s about to go out to her car to eat when she 
hears them talking about layoffs again. 

“There’s gonna be some redundancies for 
sure. Someone who knows one of the higher-
ups told me. They’re just playing it cool so that 
people don’t all jump ship.”

“Ugh, this is just awful.”
“I bet they’ll give the boot to all of us just to 

save their people.”
“Is that how it works? Is it not merit-based?”
“It’s never about merit.”
“Typical.”
“Can’t someone sue?”
“Good luck on that.”
Suellen rushes out so she doesn’t have to 

hear anymore, though she’s already overheard 
the same conversation many times now. 
Nothing but silly women who like to talk, she 
thinks. At her age, it will be almost impossible 
to find a job like the one she has now. She’s 
almost sixty. No doubt the admins are devising 
a way to cut her before she can claim her 
retirement benefits.

The humid almost-summer air hits Suellen 
like a wet fist when she opens the emergency 
exit, taking away not only her appetite but also 
her desire to be left alone. She goes back inside 
and sticks her lunch in the trash, something 
she’s always gotten at her girls for doing with 

the food she prepares them. Her phone vibrates 
again. This time she decides to check it. A text 
from Aubrey, accusatory as usual: You never 
listen to me and—

What could this girl possibly want from her 
this time? Doesn’t she know that she’s about to 
be out on her own? Does she even care about 
herself?

Suellen stops reading half-way to go check 
up on Marjorie again. The whole time, she 
makes a mental checklist of all the tasks she 
has to do. First there’s Marjorie; she would need 
to go to the dining hall. Also the training for the 
junior level RNs, the paperwork for the new 
patients, the Skype meeting about the new 
insurance policy, Jayne’s financial aid forms. 
Aubrey phones her again. Suellen lets the call 
go to voicemail. All she has to do is wait until 
tomorrow to talk to Aubrey, when her desire to 
get rid of her has subsided, her love once again 
a chain and muzzle.

*
Aubrey was conceived by accident during 

one of Lyle’s and Suellen’s late-night rituals. By 
then, Suellen was pushing forty and had just 
started working full-time at the retirement 
home. She hadn’t wanted kids, but by the time 
she realized she was pregnant, there was no 
way of turning back.

Time continued forward in spite of the 
tragic miracle of Aubrey’s conception and 
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unavoidable birth. Lyle went along with it all 
even though he’d never desired kids of his 
own—he believed it was wrong to force people 
into a capitalistic world. The whole time, a 
misery ten times as deep as her parents’ 
absence was growing inside of Suellen. Even 
after the mood swings had abated, a sense of 
doom continued to poison her, sour her. The 
idea of loving too many people at a time meant 
more opportunities to get hurt.

As Aubrey’s vocabulary grew with her, 
becoming cutting and exact like a knife, her 
colicky crying fits turned into arguments. She 
battled with Suellen when awoken for head 
start each morning and when Suellen came to 
pick her up, writhing in her hands until allowed 
to puddle onto the floor.

Once, to get back at Suellen for taking away 
her Gameboy, Aubrey threw a paperweight 
at a mirror Lyle had just bought from a 
real furniture store that didn’t sell thrifted 
wares. What bothered Suellen most wasn’t 
the destruction of their first good piece of 
furniture but rather the fact that the girl 
never flinched—not when the glass surface 
shattered, not during the beating.

Old nightly rituals had ended long ago; 
Lyle, the soft, indulgent parent, bartered with 
Aubrey to go to bed each night until Suellen 
appeared in the girl’s bedroom door. She 
whipped Aubrey into submission with rolled-
up newspapers, wooden spoons, her Chinese 

mesh slippers—whatever was lying around 
the house that didn’t leave a mark. Lyle looked 
on reluctantly the night of the paperweight 
incident like he always did, waiting for Suellen 
to leave so that he could collect Aubrey into 
a bear-hug even though the girl hardly ever 
cried anymore. The two bonded over a shared 
wildness that Suellen had never possessed.

“It’s just a phase,” Lyle said in bed.
“But when will it end?” Suellen asked.
“I keep telling you, Sullen. You’ve gotta be 

patient.”
She hated when he called her that. It was 

a clever omission, but that the pet name came 
shortly after Aubrey made it feel more like an 
insult than a gentle tease.

There were many more phases of Aubrey’s 
wildness to come: Aubrey getting arrested for 
shoplifting cheap lipsticks from Dollar General 
at twelve; Aubrey crashing Lyle’s godmother’s 
amphibious convertible into a sea-wall at 
Ocean City; Aubrey getting drunk at an off-
campus party on her first day at college, falling 
off of a second-story balcony and fracturing 
her right tibia in a way that required a special 
surgery the insurance people wouldn’t cover.

Jayne came a few years after Aubrey. 
She was an intentional choice on Lyle’s and 
Suellen’s part to balance out the recklessness 
that had brought Aubrey into the world and 
infected her. He thought it would be wrong to 
have a kid, a girl no less, only to leave her alone 
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in the world when he and Suellen inevitably 
croaked. Though Suellen agreed with him, 
the costs of another child—workdays lost to 
maternity-leave, parent-teacher conferences, 
sick-days, snow days; an extra mouth to feed 
and take care of into perpetuity; the possibility 
of giving birth to another Aubrey—nagged at 
her.

The stress of their inevitability swelled until 
her final trimester. Someone who was neither 
the delivery guy nor Lyle knocked on the door. 
By now, Suellen’s new family lived in the Dutch 
colonial. She and Lyle had just started paying 
the mortgage in monthly installments that 
seemed large for the time. It was evening, not 
yet late enough for Lyle to come home. She’d 
been in the middle of cooking Aubrey’s mac ‘n’ 
cheese on the stovetop’s only working burner. 
Her body felt so full from the pregnancy that 
she thought she’d pop like a soap bubble if she 
knocked her belly against one of the opened 
cabinet doors, springing Jayne loose into the 
world too early.

Two state troopers filled up the doorway, 
eclipsing the outside light with their 
mountainous bodies. She could only process 
what they were telling her in tiny pieces. “A 
traffic accident,” she kept hearing them say. 
A truck driver had fallen asleep at the wheel 
while attempting to complete a fifty-hour 
trip. Suellen’s body reacted to the news of 
Lyle’s death before she could. The contractions 

started, folding her into the hard ground. A 
panic attack filled up the remaining space 
inside of her. 

*
Each member of Marjorie’s family floats in 

their own separate world. Marjorie’s daughter, 
the Karen woman, bobs the baby girl with her 
leg and stares out the window. Her husband is 
already gone and the little girl lies prostrate on 
the floor, still zoned out with those earphones, 
yellow hair fanned out against the carpet’s 
pink softness, eyes closed in intensely private 
ecstasy. No one else is in the lounge but this 
odd tribe of women and girls.

“I don’t want to go into detail in front of 
the girls,” Marjorie’s daughter is saying to the 
window. “They’re too young, and Ana already 
knows too much. I just came here to say that I’m 
trying to forgive you. We all are. As a family.”

She talks to Marjorie, pronouncing her 
words in slow motion. She can’t be that much 
younger than Suellen. 

Marjorie is staring down at her slippered 
feet. She looks like she’s just received a horrible 
piece of news, something even worse than 
late-stage Alzheimer’s. Her daughter is about 
to say something else, but then she turns to 
Suellen’s reflection in the window.

“Is everything okay?” Marjorie’s daughter 
asks, still looking out the window even though 
there’s nothing to see but patio furniture.
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“I don’t think so,” Suellen says. 
“Excuse me?”
“It’s just that most visitors come to be with 

their loved ones, not chastise them. Especially 
our Alzheimer’s affected residents. They know 
a lot more than what they let on.”

“Oh, please. My mother doesn’t understand 
a thing. Don’t go assuming things.”

Suellen imagines reeling back and punching 
this woman. If she had nothing to lose, if she 
didn’t care about family like her, she’d probably 
go through with it even if it meant being sued 
into oblivion. She holds herself back, though a 
part of her mind screams that she’ll get laid-off 
no matter what she does. Her only crime in the 
admin’s eyes is one of being—being old, being 
black—rather than doing.

“It’s just my opinion, ma’am,” Suellen says. 
“I’m just looking out for the interests of our 
patients. Sometimes we have to ban family 
members if we think they’re doing more harm 
than good.” 

The woman puts down the baby girl and 
lets her waddle over to her sister. Together, the 
girls look like a modern version of Suellen’s 
favorite painting, the print she bought at 
the National Gallery gift shop to go with the 
Jacob Lawrence one above her bed. It’s of girls 
laughing around a piano.

Suellen retreats back into the past, lured by 
rosy memories of motherhood that only grow 
sadder the longer she lets them play out. She 

thinks of giving birth. She was still drugged 
up when she came home from the hospital 
that morning with Jayne asleep in her arms. 
Nothing felt real to her then, not even her own 
body. Oxytocin and painkillers made the world 
seem fuzzy in a beautiful way that hurt up 
until she smelled Kraft singles burning on the 
stove. Aubrey was eating cereal all alone in the 
living room. She’d spent the night alone after 
the troopers spirited Suellen, slack-faced and 
catatonic, away to the hospital. Suellen had 
almost told them that they’d forgotten her, that 
they had to go back. She enjoyed the selfish 
privacy of her own pain too much to speak up.

The girl’s hair was so frizzy that she looked 
like she’d gotten struck by lightning. She wore 
her plaid school jumper with a wrinkled polka-
dot shirt and exactly one sock. Dragon Tales 
was playing on the television. She seemed feral, 
the type of wild girl that inevitably came from 
a single mom with too many goddamn kids, 
Suellen thought. An intense guilt washed over 
her. at the time she took the little girl’s state as 
an insult meant to deepen her hurt. Lyle’s body 
still lay unclaimed in the same hospital where 
she’d given birth.

“Mommy,” Aubrey squealed, hopping up 
and down on the sofa. “You bought me a baby 
doll! Was that why you were gone for so long? 
Is daddy bringing me gifts too?”

Though Suellen wishes she had responded 
differently, she yelled at Aubrey for staying 
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alone in the house (“Were you just gonna lay 
here till the house burned down like some 
blockhead? Like grandma’s number’s not right 
there on the fridge?”). The guilt she stuffed 
away for so long makes her go completely soft. 
She remembers Jayne’s cries, how they made 
Aubrey jump back. Aubrey covered her ears 
after Suellen finally got the words unstuck 
from her throat: “Dad isn’t coming home. Ever.” 
She’s so deep in her regret that she almost 
forgets about the woman standing in front of 
her.

The woman raises her voice. “I’m sorry,” 
she says. “I didn’t realize that sitting and doing 
absolutely nothing was illegal. Maybe I should 
just go.”

“If you think that’s best.”
This only makes the woman angrier. She 

stands up so she’s right in Suellen’s face. “Oh, 
don’t worry. Leaving this bitch behind is for the 
best.”

“We don’t allow cursing ma’am. This is a 
place of peace.”

“Don’t you go wagging your finger at me, 
lady,” though both of Suellen’s hands hang 
limp at her sides. “I’m the fifth woman to make 
partner at Skadden and the only one on this 
planet willing to pay that demonic narcissist’s 
bills. I’ll curse as much as I want. Look at me, 
everyone. I can say ‘motherfucker’!”

“Feel free. Just make sure it’s not here, is all 
I’m trying to say.”

Suellen goes to move Marjorie’s wheelchair, 
but the woman stops her.

“What the hell do you think you’re doing?” 
the woman says between barred teeth. She 
pushes Suellen away from the handles, which 
one of the technicians decorated with the 
same iridescent, confetti-like tassels that come 
on bikes for little girls. “I’m about to report you.”

Suellen’s heart races. She tries to tell the 
woman not to touch her, but the words come 
out as “Don’t touch Marjorie.”

The woman’s face is beet-red. “My mother 
deserves nothing. She’s lucky someone doesn’t 
wheel her off a cliff. If it wasn’t for therapy, I 
probably would.” She looks like she’s about to 
attack, but then she breaks down into tears. 
She fills Suellen’s ears with loud, childlike sobs 
that demand attention. 

“This visit isn’t just about her,” the woman 
says between choked breaths. “I’m trying my 
best to keep my family together. Why is that 
such a crime?”

Suellen tries offering the woman a tissue 
from her back pocket. She wants her to take 
the Kleenex and rub herself out of existence, 
mouth-first, as if she’s just a smudge. At 
first the woman looks like she’s about to take 
Suellen’s offering, but she crosses her arms 
instead. 

Suellen searches Marjorie for a sign of 
maliciousness, but finds only an old white lady 
in a faded muumuu. She waits for the Karen 
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woman to point out the hidden evil when her 
phone goes off again. “March of the Valkyries” 
begins to play.

“Mommy!”
Suellen, Marjorie and the woman all turn 

around. 
The little girl is hunched over in a corner, her 

baby sister pressed up against her flat chest. 
There’s a dark spot growing on the crotch of the 
latter’s Dora The Explorer-themed pants.
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PALE HORSE: Death’s horse
RED HORSE: War’s horse

WHITE HORSE: Pestilence’s horse
BLACK HORSE: Famine’s horse

DEATH: A little girl, 6-10

Synopsis
The four horses of the apocalypse wonder if today will be the day.

Sounds of HORSES WHINNYING.
Lights up.

We are in a pasture.
Four horses in the pasture: WHITE HORSE, BLACK HORSE, RED HORSE, PALE HORSE.

WHITE HORSE  [coughing]

RED HORSE  Do you think it will be today?

PALE HORSE  Not today.

BLACK HORSE  Good. I’m starving.

RED HORSE  Why not?

WHITE HORSE  [coughing]
There’s really no rush.

RED HORSE  Says you.

[BLACK HORSE moves away from WHITE 
HORSE.]

BLACK HORSE  Sick again? Every time you 
catch something, then I catch it.

WHITE HORSE  Allergies, just allergies.
[sneezes] Lot of pollen in the air.

PALE HORSE  [sniffs, contented] Mmmm.

BLACK HORSE  Uh-huh. Right. More like 
chickenpox.

RED HORSE  Why can’t it be today? Today 
seems as good as any.

PALE HORSE  Because today…

[Enter a LITTLE GIRL, 6-10, wearing an 
adorable outfit, dressed for farm life. A 
thousand bonus points if the outfit has 
pockets, is coveralls or she has pigtails.]

[She has a SKULL for a face.]

[This is DEATH.]

[She also carries in her hands a BASKET OF 
APPLES.]

PALE HORSE  …there are apples.

[The HORSES are excited to see her.]

BLACK HORSE  It’s food, it’s food, it’s food! 
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Yay, it’s food!

[They cluster around DEATH, who giggles and 
laughs and gently chides and whispers to them.]

[At some point, DEATH brushes the HORSES. 
PALE is her favorite, and she saves RED for last, 
as indicated later in the script.]

[The HORSES eat their apples.]

WHITE HORSE  [eats, starts coughing]

PALE HORSE  Slow down. Little bites. Take your time.

WHITE HORSE  I get excited.

[Pause.]

RED HORSE  If I have to stay in this pasture one 
more day I’ll go mad.

PALE HORSE  [always gently] So go mad. Kick 
down the fence. Burn down the barn. We’ll sleep 
beneath the stars.

WHITE HORSE [moaning] No, no, I’ll catch my 
death.

PALE HORSE  Do not worry, friend. [indicating 
DEATH] She will not let anything happen to us. 
And besides, the red horse doesn’t mean it.

RED HORSE  I don’t, do I?! I mean every word. 
Who are you to say what I do and do not mean?!

PALE HORSE  Sorry, friend. I did not mean to 
offend. I only observe that every day you fear you 
will be driven mad…

RED HORSE  And so?

PALE HORSE  And every day you are not. I find 
that comforting.

RED HORSE  I just want it to happen.

PALE HORSE  [pats the ground] Do not give up 
on her just yet. There is life in her still.

RED HORSE  Tarnation.

PALE HORSE  Race the black horse around the 
pasture. That will cheer you up.

BLACK HORSE  Oh no. Oh no. Oh no. I will not 
race. I’m too hungry to race.

PALE HORSE  I believe she spilled some clover 
out of her pockets on the far end.

[BLACK HORSE is instantly interested, even 
though well aware PALE HORSE is lying.]

[RED HORSE prepares to race. This is all a 
familiar routine.]

BLACK HORSE  …I know what you are doing. It will 
not work. [pause] [It totally is working] Shut up.

PALE HORSE  And they’re off!

[BLACK HORSE and RED HORSE race offstage.]

WHITE HORSE [coughing] Works every time.

PALE HORSE  One day, it may not work. But we 
give thanks that it did today.

[Behind them, BLACK HORSE and RED HORSE 
run past, still racing.]

WHITE HORSE [coughing jag]
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PALE HORSE  That cough becomes worrisome.

WHITE HORSE  Allergies, just allergies.

[Sounds of a VEHICLE APPROACHING.]

[BLACK HORSE and RED HORSE come flying in.]

BLACK HORSE  I win, I win, I win.

RED HORSE  Is it them?

PALE HORSE  No, no—just someone who went 
the wrong way. See, they’re turning around.

RED HORSE  Oh.

BLACK HORSE [to PALE HORSE, affectionately] I 
hate you.

PALE HORSE  [bemused] I could have sworn 
it was clover she dropped. And we live to see 
another day.

RED HORSE  I am not meant to stand around. I 
am meant for war. For slaughter. To taste blood 
and spit fire. To take peace from the earth.

[PALE HORSE gently nudges an APPLE to the 
RED HORSE.]

RED HORSE  Thank you.

PALE HORSE  Any moment now.

WHITE HORSE  Any moment?

[PALE HORSE shakes head.]

[WHITE HORSE relaxes.]

[RED HORSE notices.]

RED HORSE  Don’t speak to me as though I am a 
yearling.

PALE HORSE  My humblest apologies. I spoke in 
jest under the burden of my affection for existing.

RED HORSE  [muttering] When our riders come, 
when our riders come… When we ride.

PALE HORSE  If we ride.

[Pause.]

BLACK HORSE  We can do that?

WHITE HORSE  Our riders, we must obey.

PALE HORSE  I am not so sure it will be a 
command. I hope it will be a request.

RED HORSE  You would say no? You would turn 
your back on our duty?

BLACK HORSE  Are you going to finish that 
apple?

[RED HORSE passes apple to BLACK HORSE]

[PALE HORSE nuzzles DEATH, who laughs with 
glee.]

PALE HORSE  I do not think I could deny this 
one a thing. All the same, I prefer the illusion of 
choice.

RED HORSE  There is none.

PALE HORSE  Probably not. And yet it comforts 
me so. We have oats and clover—

BLACK HORSE  Clover!
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PALE HORSE  And apples. Would be a shame to 
miss all of that.

BLACK HORSE  I want more.

RED HORSE  I want less.

WHITE HORSE  I just want to breathe through 
my nose.

PALE HORSE  And I am content. Right now. As is.

RED HORSE  Then you are a fool.

[RED HORSE steps away, angry, but does not go 
too far, does not leave the stage.]

PALE HORSE  Maybe so, maybe so.

[RED HORSE paces, furiously muttering.]

BLACK HORSE  Maybe it will be today.

PALE HORSE  Oh, that would make me so sad. 
But for her, I would do it. I would do anything.

WHITE HORSE  The red horse may be right… it 
may be exciting.

PALE HORSE  For you three, it would be very 
exciting. For we, my rider and I…our load becomes 
very heavy.

WHITE HORSE  Alpha and omega.

PALE HORSE  Yes.

BLACK HORSE  The woman and the dragon.

PALE HORSE  Indeed.

BLACK HORSE  It will be a sight to behold.

PALE HORSE  All the more reason to wait.

[RED HORSE returns.]

RED HORSE  I’m sorry I called you a fool.

PALE HORSE  Not at all.

RED HORSE  I just get so mad sometimes.

PALE HORSE  I know. Forgiven. Forgotten. Truly. 
Have another apple.

RED HORSE  I do believe I will.

[RED HORSE eats.]

BLACK HORSE  How long have we waited?

WHITE HORSE  Since the—[coughing fit] Since 
the dawn of time.

RED HORSE  That’s a long time to wait for 
nothing to happen.

[DEATH begins to brush RED HORSE.]

[She reaches in her pockets to pull out…]

DEATH  Sugar cubes!

[Pause.]

RED HORSE  …I suppose it can wait until 
tomorrow.

PALE HORSE  Deal.

[RED HORSE luxuriates in the sugar and the 
brushing as we reach…]

End of Play
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whipped
its head back
 
and forth
At the fence
the dead

shimmied
their trinkets

I found
answers

in a spiral
 
notebook

In the dark

I pulled the sheets up
 
and stretched
them over
 
my mouth

I sucked in 

The dog
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Diary
last night

my head
was taken

for a spin

on another’s
opened palm

All night
I barked
at nothing

The dead
showed me

the back of their necks

I spat into
my hand
 
and swirled ink
into a mouth
 
always
a mouth
when I’m done
with it





Jeffrey Alfier, Fugitive in Flight, 2014



Through stock photos, image generation, and online messengers, Herry Kim’s video work 
Lorem Ipsum Friends (2019) explores human interaction and loneliness in the digital age. In the 
video, the protagonist, Tosun, uses an application called “Lorem Ipsum Friends” to chat with 
online profiles. One of these exchanges demonstrates how our online interactions blur the line 
between Artificial Intelligence and personhood: 

 Tosun: “I just woke up lol / it was a weird dream… / what are you up to?” 
Jane Doe: “I was just created, too!”
Tosun: “what are you doing today lol?”
Jane Doe: “still adjusting.” 
Tosun: “ohh lol I’m going shopping soon”

After chatting with two bots, Tosun lies down in a Cartesian field and dreams of faces 
morphing into one another, an image reminiscent of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) 
technology. Tosun wakes up, does the “Dance of Love,” and ascends to The Cloud with other 
online profiles. In the end, the video begs questions about the agency of AI, the constitution of 
consciousness, and the role of playfulness in imagining alternative futures. 
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I’m eating very much these past two weeks. I complain about

my stomach protruding out to my friend, Andy. He is skinny

 

& white. I practice letting my shoulders fall, unclenching my teeth

but it’s not working because I have to keep doing it, bells of

 

grackles arching forward & then away from the sky.

 Andy says Brooklyn. The lines over my life are changing.

 

Maybe they mimic subway cars, the trains crossing & recrossing

each other, they make symbols & signs, I’ll watch closely. I’m not

 

upset or sad, nervous maybe—well I’ll have to train my life

to live a new way, a better way, hopefully, great sunsets happen anywhere.
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*
At common law, an heir is “a person who succeeds, by the rules of law, to an estate in lands, 

tenements, or hereditaments, upon the death of his ancestor, by descent and right of relationship.”  

Black’s Law Dictionary.

Notice that the term stipulates “upon the death of his ancestor.”  So, in actuality, when we say heiress 

Paris Hilton or heiress Georgina Bloomberg, it is technically inaccurate, since their respective parents 

are still alive.

*
At St. George’s my nickname was Sweet Chin Music

I suppose because I’m Azn

& am known for delivering knockout blows

That the whiteboys took days to shake off

& even though my last name isn’t Chin

Senior year I wrote myself in for Prom King

although I was already on the ballot

to be a little extra

& to emphasize how deserving I was to be King

I lost by 5 votes

Should’ve called in a bomb threat

Like they say in House of Cards

If you don’t like how the table is set, turn over the table

*
Should have seen Thomas Rhett at Madison Square Garden

But tickets were like $1000

& I didn’t feel like spending that

Did you know that Pete Wentz is not, in fact, the lead singer of Fall Out Boy?

I study your palm

Seasoned

Field-tested

Battle-hardened

But the only reading I get

Is how much I want you

You knew how much I fantasized

You knew what I secretly wanted
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You gave it to me

Then you took it away

Saving my life

& now I can’t remember your name

Despite remembering the exact layout

of a Whole Foods in Cleveland Heights, Ohio,

That I last visited sometime in 2014

Foxy Cleopatra is the name of Nicole Richie’s dog

& Foxxy Cleopatra is an Austin Powers character

Played by a minor actress who was never heard from again

*
“If you could have offered me a pill that could make me straight, I would have swallowed it before you could give me a swig of 

water . . . If you had shown me exactly what it was that made me gay, I would have cut it out with a knife.”—Pete Buttigieg

*
Yingluck Shinawatra served as Prime Minister of Thailand from August 5, 2011, to May 7, 2014.  The sister of former 

Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, Yingluck was Thailand’s first female Prime Minister and its youngest in over 

60 years.  She was removed from office in a coup, found guilty in absentia, and sentenced to 5 years in prison.  Her 

nickname is ปู—or “crab.”

You’re so fake / imitation crab

*
A villanelle is Sandra Oh’s lesbian lover

Marilyn Chin is your drag name

You the native girl to his foreign correspondent

You kiss but just miss each other

He pins you down & makes your ancestors feel it

His bulge looks like life

Awkwafina like the water

Are you hooked & unable to grow or just enjoying yourself

Choose your fighter

*
this is dedicated to the whiteboys in salmon-colored shorts

who have overtaken our nation’s campuses

ok pipe down public school

calm down arizona state this isn’t for you ok
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*
scoring:
1 pt - whiteboy in salmon

1 extra pt - if he’s in a white polo

2x the pts - if he’s in embroidered shorts

2 extra pts - a pair of salmon-adorned boys

3 pts - yale boy in salmon

3 extra pts - windbreaker + short combo

owe 50 pushups - harvard boy who finds a way to weave in where he went to school in the most banal & brief of 

conversations

minus 100 points - princetonians, bless their hearts, three generations of imbeciles are enough

*
So with regard to your poem about taco pizza

Something I think Theodor Adorno called barbaric

I did not like it

You should tender your resignation from poetics

I literally had to stop reading your work

In case it polluted my mind

I felt very Christian

*
My mom says are you Lena Dunham because you go to Kenyon

I say Mom

That’s Oberlin

She says

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

War is peace

It is

So ordered
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*
My friend Kevin sleeps on white sheets

I’m pretty sure he’s a psychopath

I watch as he unwraps a cheeseburger

Stare as he picks through greasy sacks

Duck-fat fries shoved into his tender mouth

Like some sort of cosmic offering

I see him become a delicious blur of pulsating meat

Succulent onions & shapely sesame bun

Tasty & democratic

All the while wondering if that little monster

Will save some room for me

*
Vide poche is a fancy name for valet tray

I like them because you just dump shit in them

They don’t mind

No, they rather welcome it

I usually put keys & card cases in there

One my mom made

One by Delvaux & cost like $500

You, perhaps, dump your insecurities and clingy exes

I got you a book for Christmas

(I’m told we can say Merry Christmas again in this country)

It’s Blackacre by Monica Youn

Because you’re starting law school soon

& because that book represents the lawyer-poet in me

& I want you to know more about me

Speaking of poets

I think spoken word people need to retire

The tribe has spoken

I hate how spoken word people sound breathless & on the cusp of orgasm

They need big chorizo
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Reverse cowgirl on the toilet

so they have a flat surface to eat off of

French women don’t get fat

Title of my memoir

Oh it’s already taken

Panda eats, shoots, & leaves

Yes, that’s better

But what is my memoir A B O U T

Is it about I N T E N T I O N

The new fragrance by Calvin Klein

Or is it about how I

still shop at Wegmans

Although they’re Trump supporters

*
My mom says not to get my friends books for Christmas

Since most of them are functionally illiterate

Like the time I met my friend’s gf

& wanted to say

Why are you with that scarecrow?

She probably thinks Pad Kee Mao is the president of Vietnam

And mutters to herself Fuck you Twinkie

(Yellow on the outside

White on the inside)

You have your fancy degrees but

All they see is

Chinese

If I have to read more about wind chimes & birds 

Telescopes & stars & shapes in darkness

I will cut a bitch

Hang onto your pussyhats but

What if his mediocre poetic career

has been performance art this whole time
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*
易如反掌 literally translates to “as easy as turning your hand over.”  it means easy as pie.

whatever you want, leo getz

鬼话连篇 literally translates to “ghost talk.”  it means to tell one lie after another.

your ghost talk

made me moist

i needed to take a walk

you should come with warning

酒池肉林 literally translates to “lakes of wine and forests of meat.”   it means debauchery.

extravagant orgy

with mathias lauridsen

his industry nickname is “mr. perfect”

not a name i would have used but i suppose i can see why

never put anything past thirsty fashion gays

i’m just a pug in a unicorn costume

见好就收 literally translates to “see good and keep.”  it means to quit while you’re ahead.

大方 literally translates to “big square.”  it means generous, open-handed, and in good taste.
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*
I can’t help but think

how beautiful              looks

lowering me into the bathtub

gently setting me down

I maneuver my feet so I don’t kick anything

Press them flat against the bathtub wall

He cups the scorching water with his oven mitts

& releases it above my head

I will tell our kids

This was the immaculate conception









Željka Blakšić, Connect the Dots (series), 2019
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• • •

No. 38, Oxley Road, was the longtime residence of Singapore’s 
Founding Father & longest-serving Prime Minister—Lee Kuan Yew.

• • •

Chapter XVI—OffenCes affeCtIng the human bOdy

Outrages On deCenCy

377a.  any male persOn whO, In publIC Or prIVate, COmmIts, Or abets the 
COmmIssIOn Of, Or prOCures Or attempts tO prOCure the COmmIssIOn by any 
male persOn Of, any aCt Of grOss IndeCenCy wIth anOther male persOn, 
shall be punIshed wIth ImprIsOnment fOr a term whICh may eXtend tO 2 
years.

The Statutes of the Republic of Singapore (Penal Code).

• • •

A now-repealed provision—then Section 377—criminalized any 
sexual act “against the order of nature”:

whOeVer VOluntarIly has Carnal InterCOurse agaInst the Order Of nature 
wIth any man, wOman Or anImals, shall be punIshed wIth ImprIsOnment fOr 
lIfe, Or wIth ImprIsOnment fOr a term whICh may eXtend tO 10 years, and 
shall alsO be lIable tO fIne.

• • •

In a 1998 interview, a gay Singaporean asked then-Senior Minister 
Lee Kuan Yew (LKY) if there was a future for homosexuals in the 
Republic.  
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LKY expressed his belief that the acceptability of homosexuality 
was a matter for society rather than the government to decide.  He 
claimed that his government let people live their own lives so long as 
they didn’t impinge on other people.

In a subsequent interview, LKY was asked if he believed 
homosexuality was a product of nature or nurture.  He replied that he 
had been told that it was caused by genetics.

In yet another interview, LKY was asked how he would react if one 
of his grandchildren turned out to be homosexual.  He replied that 
he would accept his grandchild because homosexuality is the result 
of genetic code.  He added that he opposed LGBT+ adoption because 
they had no maternal instinct necessary to raise children.

• • •

In 2004, Taiwan’s then-Minister of Foreign Affairs Mark Chen 
blasted his Singaporean counterpart for telling the UN that actions by 
Taiwan’s independence groups could lead to war with China.

“Singapore holds China’s lanpa with its hands,” Chen said.

In Taiwanese, lanpa means testicles.  Saying that someone holds 
another’s lanpa means he is fawning over that person.

Chen further lamented Taiwan’s status in the international 
community, noting that “even a tiny garden country like Singapore, 
which only has 3 million people, can criticize us.”

[Singapore is now home to more than 5.6 million residents.]

Chen also called Singapore a “pisai country,” meaning a country only 
as big as a piece of snot.
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• • •

LKY died in 2015 at the age of 91.  He did not live to see Li Huanwu 
come out in 2018.  As the grandson of Singapore’s Founding Father & 
nephew of current (& homophobic) Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, 
Li Huanwu’s coming out was a watershed moment for LGBT+ rights 
in the island territory.

• • •

“Their biceps bulge, unbulge, bulge again.
           It’s not that I want them. I’ve had enough
men, and yet I can’t stop looking at them
           while trying not to look at them.”

—Aaron Smith, Spring Rush

“The madness of grief when all you have is / the mess of the body”
—Miguel Murphy, Detainee
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Dear John, I desperately wish for a world without thieves, I bring 
my own pillow when I travel, I’ve been waking up early to write, is 
this how Thomas Edison felt, anyway, I will always remember the 
strap around your books, coat buttoned up the front, eyes quiet but 
alert, flickering blue flames.  Sexual Congress is in session.  I’m an 
epiphyte perched on your sprawling leaves, you beckon me into your 
chambers, where you’re thinking about, I imagine, me, your first aid 
kit handy, suddenly aware of my wanting, in your hands I’m soft like 
mango & on your lips sweet like kyoho.  You practice withholding, 
at first gently, then not at all, with you it’s trick-or-treat, even in 
January, it’s not exploitation if there are flowers involved.  Mouth and 
skin, your desire leaps into me, taking me on a tour of Singapore, 
mouse modest in your talons, I hold your lanpa in my mouth, swap 
spit in carnal intercourse, pocket your seed, shimmy over to the 
Merlion, suck in the Sands, swallow your Sir Stamford Raffles, drop 
by Fort Canning, revel in your Istana, smack that Sentosa, bukake 
at the American Club, wave to the Gurkha guards, they’re born to 
kill, admire the half-naked boys at St. Joseph’s, chat up the chicas 
at Crescent Girls’, you take me to the Bird Park • Botanic Gardens • 
Bukit Merah • rail me from Woodlands to Tiong Bahru, say things 
that would make Gan Eng Seng blush, feed me a table of Hainanese 
chicken rice, Bak Kut Teh, Char Kway Tew, Beef Rendang, Carrot Cake, 
meaning Chai Tow Kway & not the white-people-dessert kind, this 
shit is heavenly & savory in the worst way, don’t forget strips of kaya 
toast, delightful streaks, smothering me in streams of earthiness, 
your cream in my crepe, food of Gods, against the order of nature, 
genitalia generating discomfort, democratic elections & peaceful 
transition of power.  You with your arched back, unapologetic 
posture, clouds coil & surge, the natives die, pato, pixie, 禽兽不如 
(worse than a beast), say what you want, puto sucios, Antonin Scalia 
retire bitch, with you I’m cute & helpless, 小鸟依人 (like a little bird), 
you convince me with your 花言巧语 (flowery speech), I know 
you’re insincere, but we’ll deal with that later, needy sick man of Asia, 
in truth I need you like a hole in the head, for now / we’re contorted 
like fantastic beasts / please / leave / I was wrong / please / stay / 
please / leave / I wanted nothing / I was / wrong / please / stay / 
leave / stay / at peace / exhausted / spent / waiting at Changi / flight 
back to reality / we’re not in Kansas anymore ///



Morgan Ogilvie, Tree of Knowledge, 2019





Morgan Ogilvie, The Annunciation, 2019
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Excerpt from “Wild Women” 

The floating woman slid down the Saco in a 
black inner tube she’d found at the roadside 
next to her neighbors’ trash can. She was 
uninterested in the damp corduroy couch 
and rusty tricycle displayed at its side. But 
that black tube she knew she wanted from 
the moment she’d first laid eyes on its thick, 
reptilian hide.

At the time, the floating woman 
wondered what had brought her neighbors 
to offer their unwanted belongings to 
passersby. On the surface, this seemed 
like a noble act—to pass along to others 
objects they no longer needed themselves. 
But then again, giving the less fortunate 
their unwanted bulk was an easy way of 
saving on the five-dollar trash tags you 
had to buy from the little convenience store 
at the T-intersection that sold Chinese 
firecrackers and dusty ice cream cones.

It was also, the floating woman 
couldn’t help but think, a rather clever way 
of luring your neighbors into advertising 
their own relatively dejected social 
position. So really—as far as the floating 
woman could tell—leaving out their trash 
was pretty much a win-win situation for 
her white-toothed neighbors who waved 
to her unerringly from behind their SUV’s 
curved windowpanes.

The floating woman was nothing short 
of thrilled by her new black tube. You see, 
she had long given up on those late-life 
dreams of cruise ships and all-you-can-
eat buffet dinners. That was not going to 
be her lot, and she’d accepted that now for 
quite some years.

Yes, back when her late husband was 
still around and not-too-happily employed 

as a part-time arborist, she sometimes did 
like to think they could cobble together 
enough savings for at least a couple of the 
retirement pleasures advertised on mid-
morning TV. But those notions faded fast 
when he fell from the old walnut tree, broke 
his collarbone, and succumbed to some 
nameless infection in the hazy aftermath 
of invasive surgery.

Not long after he passed, the floating 
woman knew her retirement would be 
that other kind—the unwanted retirement 
of the penniless who totter off the 
crinkled edge of the map. You know, that 
old neighbor with the lawn that’s never 
mowed, the wild-haired lady all the well-
meaning wives tell their husbands to check 
up on, though they rarely ever do.

To the floating woman, the bunched 
up black tube she discovered on that fog-
drunk day represented leisure, pure and 
simple.

As she drifted aimlessly down the 
clear waters of the meandering river, she 
smiled, letting the warm breath of the sun 
into the small space between her chapped 
lips.

The floating woman felt the sun 
all over—on her reddened toes, which 
teetered just over the rippled water, on 
her bare breasts hanging on either side of 
her freckled torso, and on the long, silver 
strands of her hair that fell weightlessly 
into the water behind her.

The floating woman wore nothing but 
the arch-rimmed sunglasses she bought 
for three dollars at the little convenience 
store at the T-intersection.

When she first discovered her 
newfound passion for floating, the floating 
woman was fully clothed. As clothed as 
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one would expect her to be, anyway, in a 
striped green nylon bathing suit, floppy 
hat and oversize polyester shorts.

But, as the floating woman settled 
into the fluid sensations of coasting like 
driftwood between chattering forests of 
silver maple and cottonwood, the synthetic 
fibers that clung to the organic curves and 
ripples of her body felt increasingly harsh, 
as if somehow sharp or hard-edged.

She wanted to feel nothing but the 
water below and the blind touch of the red 
sun and soft river breeze above.

Was it wrong, she wondered, to expose 
the untamed lines of her body to the 
riverine world and its cohort of vaguely 
familiar faces?

The floating woman had never felt 
particularly at ease naked. The image of 
her asymmetric shapes in the mirror didn’t 
comfort her much. Even with her husband, 
she felt more accustomed to the habits of 
intimacy than genuinely at home in the 
unclothed moments they shared.

To her, public nudity was like some 
exotic species of bird—interesting, exciting 
even, but not very relevant to the contours 
of her own existence.

As the floating woman grew older, as 
her skin creased and her edges rounded, 

something else besides shame kept her 
conservatively attired. Though she would 
have struggled to put it into words, she now 
felt some impulse akin to responsibility. 
Old women, she felt, ought to cover up, 
to protect the eyes of others from the 
lawlessness of their forms. But the brute 
elements of wind, water, and sun eroded—
bit by bit—the concrete inner barriers of 
the floating woman’s shame and worried 
obligation.

The shorts came off first. The floppy 
hat followed.

And then, one day as the floating 
woman drifted downstream beneath a 
nuclear sun, she worked the striped green 
bathing suit over her lazy hips and onto the 
hot floor of her big, black tube.

She was naked and felt, for once, 
utterly complete.

The humid air held her in its vague 
grasp like an old bedfellow.

As she floated along, the floating 
woman saw from the corner of her eye 
the young family building castles on the 
shoreline, their mouths gaped and eyes 
narrowed in disapproval. 

She saw the young girls on the long 
canoe laughing hysterically.
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She saw the old swimmer’s bald head 
surface from the river’s depths with an 
expression stuck mid-way between shock 
and dismay.

Much to her surprise, this all gave the 
floating woman great satisfaction.

She smiled and stretched her arms out 
past the sides of her bloated tube.

Part of this was surely the pure joy 
of nudity—the raw exposure of sentient 
flesh to the radiant world. Part of this was 
her miraculous transformation from an 
irrelevant floater-by to a waterborne force 
that demanded attention and response. 
She felt like a slow-moving missile as 
she caught the wide-eyed glances of her 
flummoxed witnesses by the waterside.

Even with all the sneers and silent 
recriminations, the floating woman’s 
budding routine of tubing in the nude was 
never impeded. Her watchers gasped, and 
stared, but none ever interrupted her slow 
cruise down the long river.

That is, until one especially hot 
afternoon in August that gave the floating 
woman the strange impression of roasting 
upon a buoyant oven. The floating woman’s 

eyes closed that day, in an effort to blurt 
out the huge sun that left bright imprints, 
like ghosts, on the pink underside of her 
eyelids.

All of a sudden—as if out of nowhere—a 
siren blared from far upstream, its invasive 
tones like a foreign language to the muted 
notes of the water.

The harsh, undulating sound got closer 
and closer, and soon the floating woman 
understood; here was the inevitable, the 
return of the world to the drifting chamber 
of peace she’d found out there on the river.

As the long speedboat ripped through 
the water, the floating woman’s tube 
wobbled this way and that in the slanted 
waves it left behind.

She knew they were coming for her—
of course they were coming for her. Human 
law would reassert itself once more over 
the gentle waterway.

But the floating woman didn’t tense or 
fidget, or so much as strain her brow.

No, she just ran her fingers over the 
warm skin of her dark companion, and 
drifted deeper yet into the familiar embrace 
of the sun-drenched river.
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a man who believes in those sugar lips,

or the way a stranger jostled my shoulders

as if saying I am okay. 

Here is the breakthrough:

my teeth sink into a clementine 

because I have forgotten what it was

to taste sweetness.

I trace the surface of my thigh

because I want to remember 

what innocence feels like – 

how the body functions to

keep itself stable. 
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it goes like this: in the best room, the one that we always find last, the third 
room, the blue light. the DJ is this girl from queens, i only know what she does 
and where she’s from and what she looks like. the music sounds like: ch ch ch 
un ch ch ch, a reggaeton beat, is what viole says, but slow and drawn out and 
loose. and it is in this sound and this movement that i see her.

her hair is gray and long and loose and swinging and she is wearing simple, a 
rhythm, and her arms are so round and small and soft. and she moves to the 
beat of the music with one hand raised to the ceiling, pushing the air. and i wait 
for her hair to shift, seeing, before i know, that it is the face of the greenland 
shark, the greenland shark that has been circling the earth for five hundred 
years, the greenland shark like an ancient grey stone that is blind and deaf and 
feels and feels and feels and moves and moves and moves. and i only know 
what she does and where she’s from and what she looks like. and i move closer 
to her, wanting, wanting to put my arms around her, to shield her, to be shielded 
by her. and when her hair moves and her eyes catch the blue light, i smile, and i 
dance fast, and i want to tell her thank you thank you thank you and it’s ok and 
please. and while the music goes ch ch ch ch, she raises her arm above her head 
again and again, and I know it’s her, as one who circles recognizes one who has 
circled, recognizes one who has circled for longer. and i think of my mother, and 
i open my mouth.

and i want. And i want so deeply to. and i want so deeply to ask her. and i want 
so deeply to ask her what. i want so deeply to ask her what i want so deeply. i 
want so deeply to ask her, what do i do with all the constant longing?

and, who puts the nets up underwater, to keep the shore from collapsing? and, 
how many oysters have raised their daughters? and how many of the ancient 
things have gone into hiding? and how many belugas have whistled away at 
the bottom of the ocean, have launched themselves through the water heavy 
and white? and how many dolphins have embraced how many boats? and 
how many fish have eaten and eaten and eaten and then been eaten? and is it 
true that tiny snails have stabbed and swallowed fish whole while no one was 
looking?

and when she turns to me and i open my mouth, she looks at me, and she 
moves. her arm swims through the air, as if she is reaching toward me, but then 
she pulls back. and i realize that she, too, is asking.

Annual VSR / VR Contest Winner
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William Nicholson, Anxious Times, c. 1922
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We are armchair adventurers right now, forced 
to view the world from the precipice of our own 
homes. For March of this year and most of April, 
the thought of leaving one’s home meant facing 
the invisible threat of a virus that has claimed over 
150,000 American lives. The grocery store has 
turned into a frontline, and disparities in America 
have become staunchly illuminated. We started 
this project before we knew that we would not be 
seeing each other in person again. Weeks later, 
we felt unmoored at the prospect of fulfilling our 
commitment without full access to our source 
material, the Vassar Archive. 

The theme of this year’s edition, Protest, 
Prophecy, Play, was chosen nearly a year ago. No 
matter how forward-looking any of us were, no 
one could predict where we would end up. And 
now it is August. This summer, protests captured 
attention across the country as thousands rallied 
behind Black Lives Matter, pushing racial justice 
to the forefront. Protest is no longer a theme, but a 
way of life. 

The past is always in conversation with the 
present, yet the past remains unreachable. Were 
we to find a piece that would be a prophecy itself, 
accurately realizing its vision for the future? Were 
we to find a piece that was a political statement 
for its time? This year, at the onset, we explored 
not only the Vassar Review archive, but the Vassar 
Library’s Special Collections. 

Before going home for spring break, we went 
to the Archives and Special Collections forty-
five minutes before closing, planning to return. 

We spent most of the time flipping through old 
issues of the Vassar Review, as is the tradition of 
Archive editors, but, drawn to the Play aspect of 
the theme, also pulled children’s books published 
around one hundred years ago. One of these was a 
worn, beautifully-illustrated edition of The Velveteen 
Rabbit. We soon realized that the books we read to 
our children prepare them for their future lives; 
they are meant to be both playful and prophetic, 
indicative of and in preparation for what’s to come. 

Written by Margery Williams and illustrated 
by William Nicholson, The Velveteen Rabbit was first 
published two years after the 1918 flu pandemic 
officially ended in 1922. It follows a young boy’s 
stuffed rabbit and its journey to realness and 
livelihood. We were drawn to it then for its charming 
decorations, discussion of reality, and publication 
date almost one century ago; we were enthralled 
by the Rabbit protagonist and the Fairy that made 
him real. Now, its relevance resonates differently: 
the stuffed Rabbit’s boy comes down with Scarlet 
fever and is very ill for much of the story. In the 
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, we wondered 
how children’s books written in the coming years 
will portray this horrific year. We wonder why 
Margery Williams chose to depict Scarlet fever in 
her book about toys becoming real, and the lessons 
this pandemic will hold for children not old enough 
to remember it. 

As we formed our thesis, the pandemic reached 
home. We were asked not to return to campus and 
instead do our work from a distance. We looked at 
the young boy in The Velveteen Rabbit, bedridden 

Sarah Barash, Ava Boal, Ronald Patkus
FROM THE ARCHIVES
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with Scarlet fever. The Skin Horse tells the Rabbit 
how a toy can become real: 

“ It doesn’t happen all at once,” said the Skin 
Horse. “You become. It takes a long time. That’s 
why it doesn’t happen often to people who 
break easily, or have sharp edges, or who have 
to be carefully kept. Generally, by the time you 
are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, 
and your eyes drop out and you get loose in 
the joints and very shabby. But these things 
don’t matter at all, because once you are Real 
you can’t be ugly, except to people who don’t 
understand.”

Relegated to our bedrooms, we are faced with 
the importance of preservation in remembrance, 
and the degree to which a lack of access to our 
history can feel terrifying. We asked ourselves, how 
do we define if we are Real? Do our experiences 
define us, or do we need to share those experiences 
for them to cement themselves in our lives? The 
days in which we were living bled together like 
a confusing and hostile Rothko. Yesterday was 
indistinguishable from tomorrow; the imperative to 
produce felt futile. 

The archive is a political tool. It holds power and 
the information that can reify or destroy the body 
that created it. Achille Mbembe, in his essay “The 
Power of the Archive and its Limits,” discusses 
the importance of each part of the archive and 
its inability to ever fully encapsulate a moment. 
Tucked away in the corners of an iPhone album 

from our trip to the library basement in March was 
a message from the editors in the Vassar Review 
Fall 1934 Issue. Written in the years leading up 
to the Second World War, we see Vassar students 
engaged with the world around them and bestowed 
with a sense of responsibility. Poets, writers, and 
artists have been creating and will keep creating 
reflections and refractions of this time of isolation 
and strife, community and loss, and we’re sure 
their words will reverberate through future works 
published in this magazine for years to come. To 
quote Vassar Review editors before us, “We pass 
a summer of such electrifying and portentous 
events that we cannot return to the academic life 
without thinking carefully over the implications of 
these happenings, without getting information and 
watching developments.” With the power to add to 
the collective memory of VR, we fear we cannot 
convey the scope or gravity of this moment. 

Sarah Barash, Ava Boal
Archives Editors
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Katerina Pavlidis: What or who keeps you moving? 

Jasmine Syedullah: Mmm. Moving how? Moving 
where? I guess those are the questions that come 
to mind. I think there are big people, like ancestor-
type people, unnamed people, that I don’t know. 
Grandmothers, great-great-grandmothers and 
aunties and people who are constantly pressing 
at my back to make sure I know what time it is 
and that it’s their time. There aren’t that many 

people—I’m the first person in my family to get 
a PhD, and I think what this space affords is 
confidence, access, means by which to vocalize 
things that would otherwise remain unsaid by 
my ancestors. I think I will always feel them and 
I will always be carrying them around with me. 
But for them to be able to express themselves, I 
physically have to go through the training to be 
able to hone my voice, hone my skill, et cetera, et 
cetera. So they have kept pressing [laughs] at my 

March 6, 2020

Vassar Review editor Katerina Pavlidis interviews Dr. Jasmine Syedullah,  
Assistant Professor of Africana Studies at Vassar College. 

Jasmine Syedullah is a black feminist political theorist of abolition. Before joining the faculty at Vassar, 
Syedullah taught at the University of San Francisco and the University of California Santa Cruz, where 
she completed her PhD in Politics with a designated emphasis in Feminist Studies and History of 
Consciousness. Out in the world, Jasmine is a core member of the Radical Dharma Movement Project 
bringing embodied practices of liberation to spaces of social justice, community organizing, and 
institutional change.

This year’s theme could not have been imagined without Dr. Syedullah’s “Abolitionist Theory” seminar, 
which I took in the Fall of 2019. Reading Parable of the Sower, Assata: An Autobiography, and other texts 
in a lineage of radical Black feminist thought prompted us to consider time-telling and the principles, 
protocols, and strategies of radical change. Moving through our class readings and discussions gave us 
the tools and language to craft our vision of “Protest, Prophecy, Play.” 

Listen to Dr. Syedullah’s reflections and predictions in our digital edition at review.vassar.edu.

with Dr. Jasmine Syedullah
INTERVIEW
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back, like “Keep going, girl!” And I always knew it 
wasn’t for myself, but I quite didn’t know who it 
was for. I was like “Oh, maybe I’m just a people-
pleaser, and maybe I’m trying to assimilate into 
this system.” But the further advanced I got with 
every step, the more I realized that I was out of 
step with the system itself, and that I was in it but 
not about it, and that this was clearly a means to 
an ends. Even if I don’t know what those ends are, 
I have to just trust the feeling at my back saying, 
“We need you to keep going so you can say these 
things.” But I don’t think that work is ever gonna 
be purely intellectual. 

So the other thing, who keeps me moving, is my 
meditation teacher and my Sangha, the people 
who I’ve been sitting with for fifteen years, the 
people who I’m accountable to their liberation as 
much as they’re accountable to mine, so that I can 
actually create space in this vessel to not just be a 
great writer or researcher or teacher, but to be able 
to be sustained in that work, particularly since the 
content itself is so heavy and hard to hold. I need to 
have transformative transmutation practices that 
take that constant surfacing of trauma and turn it 
into something I can actually move with. Because 
the trauma in and of itself is immobilizing. Having 
those practices, those teachers’ teachers’ teachers 
keeps me going. Reverend angel Kyodo williams is 
my first line of attack. She’s now introduced me to 
a cohort of other Black, queer, Buddhist teachers 
who are all in our thirties and forties who are 
doing incredible work across the country. Those 
folks keep me moving. Having been able at Vassar 

to meet Reverend angel’s teacher’s teacher, her 
teacher is Paco, who lives in New York. I forget 
his last name [Lugoviña]. He’s incredible. And then 
Bernie Glassman, who just passed away last year, 
was the grandfather of the lineage. I would not 
have even thought of myself as part of a lineage 
until seeing him speak at Vassar, and then I was 
like “Oh. We’re all irreverent, we’re all ‘fuck the 
dharma,’ we’re all like, ‘this is the space through 
which to bring people together on troubled, 
traumatized land to have difficult conversations.’” 
So he takes people to Auschwitz and has difficult 
conversations. We do these difficult conversations 
in the states throughout the States and Canada 
around race and the dharma. I think there’s a lot 
there. 

And then there’s people like Harriet Jacobs 
who keep me moving. Harriet Tubman, Assata 
Shakur. Just being able to read the testaments 
and memoirs and words and wisdom of folks 
who came before me has given me a sense that 
when I think I’m a bridge, I’m not the first. I’m 
part of a lineage of Black feminists for whom 
that’s been the case. And there are limitations and 
possibilities in that identification. I’ve thought of 
myself as someone who is constantly navigating 
proximity to hostile terrain and tried to mediate 
that for others. I think that a lot of the lessons that 
we can learn from the past can help us see a way 
out of no way in the present. Because sometimes 
the immediate pressures of things can feel very 
overwhelming, but just know that folks have been 
here before, none of this shit is new, we figured it 
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out collectively. It’s when we think that it’s all on 
us that things get too big. Knowing that has been 
really, really helpful. 

KP: Wow. Thank you. You mentioned what time it 
is. What time is it? 

JS: What time is it when?

KP: Right now. 

JS: Right now? It’s time to load up on ethanol, rice 
and beans [laughs]. It wasn’t this past Christmas 
but two Christmases ago, I will disclose that the big 
gift that I got for my partner was a go bag. And in 
that go bag was Parable of the Sower, a gas mask, 
a crowbar [laughs], all these other kind of, very 
practical, not sexy… yeah. This year I got them Beats 
by Dre cause that’s what they really wanted. But I 
think that’s what time it is. It’s hard to take seriously 
what preparedness looks like. What making ready 
looks like. Because there is so much boy who cried 
wolf, there is so much hype, there is so much 
propaganda, there is so much fearmongering that 
it seems like the way to make ready for what time 
it is is to panic and instill fear. But actually there 
are very practical things that we can do to love on 
one another and make sure that we have what we 
need to survive. And it’s really not that deep, but 
it is incredibly hard to decenter the individualistic, 
tribalist survival compulsions that we’ve inherited 
from neoliberalism and capitalism. 

So for me what time it is, is: I was traveling to a 
conference at UPenn this last weekend, and I 

decided to take public transit instead of drive. 
And we were passing through Penn Station, and 
Grand Central, and Newark. And what I saw more 
of than anything else were Black unhoused elders. 
And in this moment of, you know, decreased 
healthcare, increased health risks, and the potential 
pandemic—it sounds like we have a pandemic—I 
think people have been really focused on how 
coronavirus is going to affect them as individuals, 
and nobody’s really thinking about how it’s going 
to affect us as a society. And if we’re not looking 
out for the people who are least protected, have the 
least amount of safety net, then we’re all going to 
be affected. There are moral, sentimental reasons 
to look out for elders of color who are vulnerable, 
and then there’s also deductive logic reasons to do 
so. For whatever reason you think it’s important 
and imperative, I think we need to pay attention 
and get ready. I’d love to be hearing about folks 
compiling resources not just for their own welfare 
and future but for the futures of those whose 
futures are already tenuous. I think if we do some 
collective work around that we could do a lot to 
create a different kind of outcome. 

KP: I totally agree. I was just thinking this morning 
with my friend about how instantly there’s no 
hand sanitizer in stores, no masks anywhere. It’s 
just like everybody grabbed what they could and 
that’s it. It feels new but I guess it’s not.

JS: It’s not. Hm. It’s not and I think that’s part of 
what time it is too. It’s the same old time. We still 
have a very hard time—it’s interesting, even when 
we learn to think structurally we’re still thinking 
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top-down. We’re not thinking horizontally; we’re 
not thinking about leveraging the influences or 
resources we have towards goals that are greater 
than our own self-preservation. In terms of the 
elections I think what time it is is a time for justice 
always. 

This calculus of “how do we just make sure Trump 
is not in office” is a really limited political interest. 
The reality is that the way things have been going 
since 2000 with there being a lot of incongruity 
between the popular vote and the electoral means 
that we can do all of the mobilizing we want to 
make sure underrepresented populations get out 
the vote and can still quote-unquote “lose.” We 
will have spent all of that time focusing on just 
one outcome, which is make sure he gets out of 
office, as opposed to figuring out what to do if he 
doesn’t get out. So for me it’s about, make ready 
for the worst possible outcome while continuing 
to work towards an ideal without letting this 
fearmongering and panic override us and then 
stop us before we even get started. 

Apathy is not useful here. That is not what time it 
is [laughs]. It’s not time for apathy, and it’s not time 
for numbing out and shutting down. So whatever 
we can do to keep ourselves awake and stimulated 
by what’s actually happening in the present, the 
more likely it is we’ll be able to band together and 
prepare for what’s coming down the pike instead 
of keeping our heads in the sand or being nostalgic 
about Barack Obama, which is such a strange 
nostalgia… The moderate move right now in a world 
of extremism seems out of sync with what’s needed.

KP: Make a prediction.

JS: Bush is gonna—Bush, ugh—Trump is gonna 
win. And I think the fact that I had a Freudian slip 
is because Bush went [on to win a second term]. 
This is a moment when we should be, like I said, 
planning for the inevitability that this guy’s not 
leaving. If he does, awesomesauce! Let’s keep 
going and organizing. But, like I said, all of our 
eggs can’t be in that basket. That’s one prediction. 
Another prediction is that coronavirus is gonna 
be a much bigger deal than people seem to think 
it’s gonna be. Most of my friends or people I run 
into think it’s all hype and propaganda. Being in 
conversation with people who are not at ground 
zero but in China, in Vietnam, in Korea, the kind 
of infrastructural disruption that the virus is 
causing is far more destabilizing than the fatalities 
themselves. We don’t realize what kind of threads 
we’re holding onto in this society, and how quickly 
those threads could be shorn. I also think that 
the future of reimagining governance, justice, 
connectivity and accountability is already being 
seeded in your generation. My goal, my prediction 
is that you all will be able to do whatever you 
imagine if we empower you to not accept things 
as they are. 

KP: I hope so. My last question is on a bit more of a 
positive note: to what do you wholeheartedly say 
yes? 

JS: That’s such a great question. I wholeheartedly 
say yes to any creation of space that allows people 
to come together on some kind of fictitiously-even 
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playing field enough to have difficult conversations 
and work through our most basic stories about 
each other. The stories that make it really hard for 
us to look at one another and say “Oh yeah, we can 
have a conversation easily about this thing.” I really 
want us to be able to learn the tools to get out of our 
own way, to be able to sit with each other and learn 
from each other and be changed by the process. 
For me, I’ve seen it happen through theatre, I’ve 
seen it happen through poetry, I’ve seen it happen 
in the classroom, I’ve seen it happen in church, 
in spiritual spaces. Definitely on Radical Dharma 
retreats. There’s all kinds of spaces in which that 
kind of conversation can be curated and I’ve seen 
the effects of its transformation. People feel literally 
less alone. They feel literally less like everything is 
impossible. The limits of our imagination are really 
determined by each other. It’s hard. 

I’m not really a big “yes” person. I do try to say 
“possible” [laughs]. I’m 90’s, I’m a 90’s kid, so 
things are a little bit pessimistic in here to be 
honest. I always say yes to the future generations. 
I always say yes to believing in love. I always say 
yes to holding political radicalism accountable to its 
material outcomes. In other words, it’s not enough 
to just sound radical! I really want to know, brass 
tacks, like what does this ideological investment 
look like on the ground? How do we know? What 
are the metrics? How do we keep knowing? I 
also say yes to California and being in places that 
advocate for things in such collective ways, being 
in landscapes that feed your soul instead of make 
you beholden to right angles and huge billboards. 
I like being able to speak with the Earth and melt 

into things like that. When you can’t see them, or 
when they’re all agriculturally-curated, it’s a bit 
less stimulating. 

KP: I was reading about something similar 
recently, how really intense labor organizing in the 
California Central Valley could bring the empire to 
its knees, potentially. 

JS: It has in the past and it will once again. Yeah, 
that would be great. 

KP: Is there anything else you want to add?

JS: I also say yes to studying the struggles and 
constraints and visions of the freedom from  
the past.
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On May 25th, 2020, Minneapolis police 
publicly murdered George Perry Floyd Jr., 
an unarmed Black man. Videos of the killing 
quickly circulated online, catalyzing protests 
against policing and anti-Black racism in the 
United States and beyond. 

Especially in light of the theme of this 
year’s Review, we would be remiss if we 
did not include documents of the present 
moment—when the COVID-19 pandemic, 
racial and economic inequality, and political 
dissent have coalesced into widespread 
protests against the terrors of the anti-
Black, settler-colonial nation state. We 
solicited works from five photographers 
and videographers artists who have shared 
various moments of Protest, Prophecy, Play 
in recent months. In looking for artists, we 
tried to address two ideas: on the one hand, 
we wanted to document the protests in and 
around the Vassar community; on the other 
hand, we wanted to show that these local 
protests are part of a larger sea of change. 
By including images of monuments, we also 
gesture at the fact that these protests are not 
only expressions of discontent; they function 
as constructive sites for re-understanding 
the past and imagining alternative futures. 

Jeffrey Francis, a portrait photographer, 
captured protests in the Poughkeepsie 
community. Here, we include his images 
of three events: the June 2nd George Floyd 
protest that began in Harriet Tubman Park 
and marched to the Mid-Hudson Bridge, the 
demonstration in honor of Juneteenth, and 

the Black Trans Lives Matter rally on June 
30th.

Alexa Welch Edlund and James H. 
Wallace—both photojournalists from the 
Richmond Times-Dispatch based in Richmond, 
Virginia—have documented the renewed 
discourse around public monuments that 
commemorate America’s history of slavery. 
Edlund’s images center on the Robert E. Lee 
Monument, which stands in the city’s center 
and has become a site of contestation and, 
perhaps surprisingly, community. Wallace’s 
photograph, printed to the right, shows 
a monument to Christopher Columbus in 
William Byrd Park that was torn down, spray 
painted, lit on fire, and thrown into a lake. 

In addition to the photographs featured 
in print, we invite you to visit the digital 
issue of the Review, which includes a video 
by Lamar Wint and Tariq Gordon entitled 
We’re Good. It consists of vignettes from a 
protest in Poughkeepsie shortly following 
the police murder of George Floyd. These 
range from the sister of Dondre Meade 
describing Poughkeepsie police’s lack of 
transparency in her brother’s death, to an 
unnamed man describing his experience of 
racial passing, where he was at one point 
taken from his Black grandmother for not 
being Black enough, while later being “beat 
up by cops because [he was] not white 
enough.” Wint and Gordon’s video testifies to 
the intersecting oppressions voiced during 
the recent protests, the nuances of which are 
lost in reductive media narratives.

P H OTO  A N D  F I L M  from the 2020 Uprisings for Black Liberation,  
from Poughkeepsie, NY and Richmond, VA
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Previous: James H. Wallace, The statue of Columbus rests in the lake, Richmond, VA | Powhatan Homelands, 2020



Jeffrey Francis, Black Trans Lives Matter, Poughkeepsie, NY | Lenape Homelands, 2020







Jeffrey Francis, Might Be Televised, Poughkeepsie, NY | Lenape Homelands, 2020
Previous: Jeffrey Francis, Revolución, Poughkeepsie, NY | Lenape Homelands, 2020



Jeffrey Francis, Solidarity, Poughkeepsie, NY | Lenape Homelands, 2020





Above: Alexa Welch Edlund, Rachel, age 13, takes a photo with her family, Richmond, VA | Powhatan Homelands, 2020
Left: Jeffrey Francis, LISTEN, Poughkeepsie, NY | Lenape Homelands, 2020







Alexa Welch Edlund, Historic images are projected onto the Lee statue, Richmond, VA | Powhatan Homelands, 2020
Previous: Alexa Welch Edlund, People gather at the Lee Memorial, Richmond, VA | Powhatan Homelands, 2020
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In Dante’s Divine Comedy: The Inferno, Limbo is 
the antechamber of Hell. It contains the souls of 
virtuous pagans, like Plato, Aristotle, and Virgil. 
These spirits do not suffer torture, but they must 
remain forever outside the divine realm, their 
only solace being their mutual companionship 
and social interaction. In NBC’s The Good Place 
(2016-2020), the main characters of the show, 
a heterogeneous group of older millennials, 
experience a similar fate. The show’s protagonists 
are a diverse group of self-involved individuals 
who are thrown into an existential limbo between 
death and purgatory. At first glance, they might 
not seem like Dante’s vision of Plato, Aristotle, 
and Virgil, but they suffer similar torments. 
Eleanor Shellstrop is a self-centered Margarita-
swilling con artist from Phoenix, Chidi Anagonye 

is an indecisive Senegalese-Nigerian professor of 
moral philosophy, Tahani al-Jameel is a narcissistic 
Anglo-Pakistani socialite, and Jason Mendoza 
is a dim-witted Filipino-American deejay and 
petty criminal from Jacksonville. The Good Place is 
modeled partly on Jean-Paul Sartre’s No Exit, as it 
transfers some of the bleakness of wartime Paris 
onto its vision of our contemporary world after 
the 2008 recession.

The characters represent a cross-section of 
society today and what it means to be living in 
the digitally-heightened but morally imperiled 
twenty-first century. After four seasons on NBC, 
The Good Place came to an end on 30 January 2020. 
Over the years, audiences enjoyed The Good Place’s 
exploration of moral and existential quandaries 
and its ability to look at the humorous side of 

Jeremy Bearimy and NBC’s The Good Place: How a Network Show  
Brought Us Moral Philosophy and Optimism, and Got Us to Like It

Zara Khalid
REVIEW
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despair and selfishness. The Good Place, created by 
Michael Schur, who was one of the writers behind 
NBC’s Parks and Recreation, was a dazzlingly 
inventive show that entertained and took risks in 
a way that few mainstream network shows dare 
to do. It takes the sitcom formula to new levels of 
intellectual engagement. By touching on themes 
of existentialism, moral philosophy, and social 
responsibility, The Good Place offers insight into 
what it means to be compassionate in the digital 
age.

Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Milton all structured 
their epics around the physical and allegorical 
descent into the underworld. In The Good Place, 
Hell is an unfolding thought-experiment painted 
in sunny pastels. When the four protagonists, 
Eleanor (Kristen Bell), Chidi (William Jackson 
Harper), Tahani (Jameela Jamil), and Jason (Manny 
Jacinto) first arrive at the Good Place they are 
greeted by the afterlife’s chief Architect, Michael 
(Ted Danson). Michael is aided by Janet (D’Arcy 
Carden), a supercomputer in the form of a woman 
(who seems to be a cross between Apple’s Siri 
and Douglas Adams’s Deep Thought).  Michael is 
a suave, corporate CEO-type clad in elegant suits, 

whose breezy disposition seems almost too good 
to be true. That’s because it is. By the end of the 
first season, we discover that Michael, who we 
believed was a sort of benevolent Archangel, is 
actually an undercover demon from the Bad Place. 
Part of Michael’s path towards “demon promotion” 
is to construct an experience of Hell where the 
torture is subtle, pernicious, and baffling. The 
participants would never realize they were in Hell. 
The Good Place is actually the Bad Place. Over the 
course of four seasons, however, Michael develops 
a curious sense of empathy. The plucky tenacity 
of these humans to overcome all obstacles pierces 
through his scaly demon heart. Michael bonds 
with the four protagonists and defies his demon 
superiors to ensure that they can enter the Good 
Place. In the process, Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and 
Jason become better people than they were on 
Earth. They gradually come to understand what it 
means to be selfless individuals. 

The Good Place finds its fun in tossing up 
existential problems with playful insouciance. One 
of the more intriguing concepts offered by The Good 
Place is the vision of time as a meandering, self-
sustaining loop, embodied by the name, “Jeremy 
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Bearimy” written in cursive. In an episode from 
Season Three, titled “Chapter 31: Jeremy Bearimy,” 
written by Megan Amram, who was nominated 
for an Emmy for this episode, has Michael and 
Janet explain to Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and Jason 
how time works in the afterlife. In this universe, 
hundreds of years can pass, even though the four 
limbo-dwellers do not age or feel the effects of 
time. Michael explains that while time on Earth 
moves in a straight line, in the afterlife it moves 
in a “Jeremy Bearimy,” which means that it loops, 
dips, and circles back around. The dot over the “i” 
in the name represents “Tuesdays, and also July, 
and sometimes never.” This explanation turns out 
to be too much for the moral philosopher, Chidi 
(“The dot over the ‘i.’ That broke me. I - I’m done.”), 
who has a meltdown in front of his philosophy 
class as he makes a giant pot of chili filled with 
marshmallow peeps. 

While the show builds on the foundation of 
other sitcoms that taught didactic lessons through 
their characters, like The Andy Griffith Show (1960-
1968) and All in the Family (1971-1979), The Good 
Place infuses elements of the supernatural to 
elaborate on the feelings of uncertainty and 

heightened tension that arise from the inherent 
banality of living in a self-sustaining time loop. 
In the Good Place elements of the setting will 
become damaged by the negative actions of the 
characters. For example, when Eleanor lies about 
her actions, she causes a sinkhole to form in the 
neighborhood, and terrifying cocktail shrimps 
(her favorite food) fly through the air like a 
plague of locusts. The characters all live with 
the fear that they must face the consequences 
of their actions so that they should redress their 
wrongdoings. As people, they are always working 
towards improvement. The criteria to get into the 
Good Place, the criteria that enables salvation, 
depends on an arcane point system used to judge 
each human in the afterlife, with points added 
or subtracted for doing good or bad, whether it’s 
eating an apple, or using “Facebook” as a verb. The 
point system is used to ask questions about what 
it means to be a good person, whether it is possible 
to change one’s behavior, or if a good deed could 
indeed have negative ramifications. 

By the fourth and final season, the characters 
question the value of the point system, which has 
been entrenched in the Good Place for multiple 
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eons, when it is revealed that no human has been 
allowed in the Good Place for over five hundred 
years because the complex nature of society 
can lead to unavoidable negative ramifications. 
Bureaucratic complacency has led to eternal 
damnation for all. Michael Schur’s shows, Parks 
and Recreation and The Good Place, are often about 
how individuals overcome the suffocating and 
senseless restrictions of bureaucracy. The show 
has a remarkably talented cast with a range of 
diverse actors. Besides the industry veterans, 
like Kristen Bell, Ted Danson (whose understated 
comic timing in his performance as Michael is 
better than anything he has done on television), 
and Maya Rudolph, The Good Place boasts some 
brilliant performances from relative newcomers 
William Jackson Harper, Jameela Jamil, and Manny 
Jacinto. Fifteen years ago it would have been 
unthinkable to have had a major network show 
with lead characters named Chidi Anagonye 
and Tahani al-Jamil. There is even a character, a 
resourceful demon with a wry sense of humor, 
named Bambadjan, played in real-life by the West 
African Ivorian actor Bambadjan Bamba. The 
Good Place is a twenty-first century testament to 

globalization and the breadth and possibilities of 
representation on mainstream television. 

These past four years have proven that The Good 
Place is an example of rare television. It is thought-
provoking and dares to challenge its audience 
intellectually. Though Michael Schur intended the 
show to have a limited run, lasting no more than 
three or four seasons, it is hard to imagine that 
a major network would indulge a show like this 
where characters must use the principles of moral 
philosophy to save humanity. An exception to this 
assumption is The Twilight Zone, which ran for eight 
seasons, from 1959 to 1964, on CBS. The Twilight 
Zone also addressed ethical questions through 
the use of the supernatural and the unexplained 
as an allegory for the internal struggles of the 
characters. With The Good Place, the setting of the 
afterlife grants a loose concept of time as it allows 
for outlandish ideas like reboots and parallel 
timelines to heighten drama between characters. 
These science fiction time-loops reaffirm various 
themes of the show through multiple lenses. “The 
Trolley Problem” and the “Janet(s)” episodes from 
Season Three even won prestigious Hugo Awards 
for their ability to merge science fiction and 
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speculative themes into a television narrative. As 
a television sitcom, The Good Place enacts lessons 
in moral relativism in the way that philosophical 
novels by Søren Kierkegaard, Franz Kafka, and 
Jean-Paul Sartre dramatize ethical dilemmas 
through the art form of fiction. 

The final season of the show took its characters 
on a world tour of some of the hallowed sites of 
Western philosophy, Athens and Paris, to bask 
in the intellectual aura of Aristotle and Sartre, 
two of Chidi’s heroes. There is a memorable star 
turn by Lisa Kudrow as the fourth-century Greek 
philosopher Hypatia of Alexandria (who, at one 
point, wears the NFL jersey of Jason’s favorite 
player, Blake Bortles). The series finale touches 
on the idea of moving on and accepting the fact 
that eventually things must change. The whole 
journey throughout the show is about trying to 
reach the Good Place, but the point of the show 
is about creating a better place for yourself and 
others through direct action. All of the characters 
find peace and fulfilment beyond the Good Place 
and its bureaucratic point system. They come to 
realize the importance of moral responsibility as 
its own reward. 

The Good Place, with its message of mutual 
understanding and sympathy, seems highly 
relevant and necessary now. The show is about 
the perseverance of human goodness against 
all odds. In the first episode of Season Three, 
“Everything is Bonzer,” Michael, who visits the 
four protagonists incognito so that they can be 
motivated to change their lives for the better, tells 
Jason, “Sometimes, when you’re feeling helpless, 
the secret is to help someone else. Get out of your 
own head. Trust me. The next time someone asks 
for help, say ‘yes.’” The Good Place tries to say that 
in the face of so much injustice and exploitation, 
it may be tempting to give up and rely on the 
comfort of one’s own selfishness, but the heroic 
thing to do is to look beyond oneself and to keep at 
it—to keep trying.
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A R T S

CAROLYN FORRESTER
Megalomaniac, 2019 
Oil and digital print on canvas 
24 x 21.5”

DANE NAKAMA

Don’t Worry I’m Fine, 2019 
Color pencil and ink on paper 
9 x 12”

XINGZI GU
In the Mouth of Fire, 2019 
Oil, acrylic, sponge, braided insulation foam, old clothing, 
reclaimed fabric and faux fur on perforated canvas 
78 x 118 x 5”

CAROLYN FORRESTER
Megalomaniac, 2019 
Oil and digital print on canvas 
24 x 21.5” 

LBJ, 2019 
Oil and digital print on canvas  
30 ½ x 24” 

DANE NAKAMA
Mother and Child, 2018 
Plaster and spray paint 
15 x 7 x 8” 

STEFANA MCCLURE
Protest Jacket: Casualty: a poem by Seamus Heaney, 2018 
Coat hook, wool jacket, poetry-wrapped stones  
36 x 14”

Casualty: a poem by Seamus Heaney, 2018 
Poetry-wrapped stones 
Left: 6 x 5 x 3”; right: 6 ½ x 5 x 2 ½” 

Procession: a poem by John Montague, 2018 
Poetry-wrapped stones 
Left: 6 x 4 x 2”; right: 5 x 4 x 2”

Protest Jackets (detail), 2018 
Wooden pegs, wool jackets, and poetry-wrapped stones 
48 x 74”

JEFFREY ALFIER
Fugitive in Flight, 2014
Pentax 5 
Digital Image

HERRY KIM
Stills from Lorem Ipsum and Friends, 2019
Video
8:00
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ŽEL JKA BL AKŠIĆ
Connect the Dots, 2019
Series of twelve polymer relief prints on Arches paper of 
women revolutionaries. Page 58, from left to right, top to 
bottom: Nadezhda Krupskaya, Celia Sánchez, Kathleen Cleaver, 
Laskarina Bouboulina, Emilia Plater, Angela Davis
Page 59, from left to right, top to bottom: Lakshmi Sahgal, Ani 
Pachen, Blanca Canales, Rosa Luxemburg, Nada Dimić, Miss 
Major Griffin-Gracy
Each work printed in an edition of forty-five, 13 × 18”

Kathleen Cleaver from the series Connect the Dots, 2019
Polymer relief print on Arches Cover Paper
13 x 18”
Produced by Planthouse Gallery, New York, 2019

Nadezhda Krupskaya from the series Connect the Dots, 2019
Polymer relief print on Arches Cover Paper
13 x 18”
Produced by Planthouse Gallery, New York, 2019

MORGAN OGILIVIE
Tree of Knowledge, 2019
Oil on canvas, quadriptych
32 x 72”

The Annunciation, 2019
Oil on canvas with found object
48 x 36” 
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U N R E S T  A N D  R E I M A G I N I N G S

JAMES H. WALL ACE
The statue of Columbus rests in the lake at Byrd Park Wednesday 
morning, June 10, 2020, after protesters removed it from its pedestal 
and dumped it there Tuesday night following a protest rally in 
support of indigenous peoples; June 10, 2020
Digital image
Richmond, Virginia

JEFFREY FRANCIS
Black Trans Lives Matter, June 30, 2020
Digital Image

LISTEN, June 30, 2020
Digital Image

Revolución, June 2, 2020
Digital Image

Might Be Televised, June 19, 2020
Digital Image

Solidarity, June 2, 2020
Digital Image

ALEXA WELCH EDLUND
Rachel, age 13, takes a photo with her family; Nathan, age 18, on 
left; Aria, age 19, on right; and her mother Brie at the Lee Memorial;  
June 14, 2020
Digital Image
Richmond, Virginia

People gather at the Lee Memorial, June 14, 2020
Digital Image
Richmond, Virginia

Historic images are projected onto the Lee statue during a 
gathering of protesters Wednesday night, July 1, 2020
Digital image
Richmond, Virginia
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D I G I TA L  M E D I A

HERRY KIM
Lorem Ipsum Friends, 2019
Video
8:00

L AMAR WINT AND TARIQ GORDON

We’re Good, 2020
Video
3:23

JASMINE SYEDULL AH
Interview, 2020
Audio
20:17

A R C H I V E S

WILLIAM NICHOLSON
“Anxious Times” from The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams
New York: George H. Doran Company, c. 1922 
Vassar College Special Collections
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C O N T R I B U T O R S

ALEXA WELCH EDLUND
Alexa Welch Edlund, a photojournalist with 
the Richmond-Times Dispatch, has covered 
Richmond and the Virginia area for 38 years.  
“‘The land that time forgot:’ Charles City 
struggles to keep pace with its neighbors,” 
and “Forgotten in the Fields,” a section on 
migrant farm workers, are a few photo 
projects she has worked on.  Edlund received 
a BA in News-Editorial from the University of 
South Carolina (1982).

ANTHONY AGUERO
Anthony Aguero is a queer writer in Los 
Angeles, CA. His work has appeared in The 
Bangalore Review and The Temz Review.

BRIAN CLIFTON
Brian Clifton is the author of the chapbooks 
MOT and Agape (from Osmanthus Press). 
They have work in: Pleiades, Guernica, 
Cincinnati Review, Salt Hill, Colorado Review, 
The Journal, Beloit Poetry Journal, and other 
magazines. They are an avid record collector 
and curator of curiosities.

CAROLYN FORRESTER
Carolyn Forrester (b. 1993, West Point, NY) is 
a painter living in Baltimore, Maryland whose 
work incorporates personal photography 
and digital images into a narrative around 

the persona of the artist, hesitation and 
narcissism. Her most recent body of work was 
a series of performative “Breakup Paintings” 
chronicling her loss of subject and general 
emotional crisis following the breakup of her 
relationship. Forrester earned an MFA from 
Maryland Institute College of Art in 2020 
and a BA in Humanities from Yale University 
in 2015, took part in the Saas-Fee Summer 
Institute of Art, and has shown in exhibitions 
in Connecticut, Maryland and New York.

COLEMAN
Coleman is a playwright and author of an 
award-winning memoir: SPOKE – A Mother, 
A Son, Civil Rights Vietnam.  He lives in rural 
Wisconsin, where he herds chickens, fends off 
skunks and badgers, and raises guide dogs for 
the blind. CUBAN POETRY is a true story.
spokesinthewheel.com

DANE HI’IPOI NAKAMA
Dane Hi’ipoi Nakama was born and raised in 
Pearl City, Hawai’i. After graduating from high 
school he briefly studied at Chapman University, 
and is currently pursuing a BFA in Fine Arts at 
the California Institute of the Arts. His more 
recent works have addressed topics of identity, 
hybridity, and philosophical uncertainty.
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ELEANOR FULLER
Eleanor Fuller lives and writes in Toronto, 
where she also teaches classical languages. 
This is her first publication.

GREGORY WOLFF
Gregory Wolff is an almost-PhD in 
philosophy turned organic farmer, writer of 
fiction, poetry and children’s literature, and 
very proud father of two enchanted and half-
wild children. He lives with his family amidst 
the musical forests of the Saint Lawrence 
River Valley, just north of the Adirondack 
Range. Gregory’s writing has appeared or 
is forthcoming in EVENT, Blue River Review, 
Writers Resist and Poets Reading the News.
thewildernessofwords.com

HERRY KIM
Herry Kim is a visual artist based in Seoul 
and California. Working with image and 
their meanings, she explores the relationship 
technology has with the body.

JAMES H. WALLACE
James H. Wallace is currently the Director of 
Photography for the Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
serving in this position since 2005. Prior to 
that he was the Director of Photography, a 
photo editor and photojournalist with the 
Louisville Courier-Journal and the U.S. Navy. 

He is an award-winning photojournalist who 
has covered local, national and international 
events on all levels.

JASMINE SYEDULLAH
Jasmine Syedullah is a black feminist political 
theorist of abolition, as well as co-author 
of Radical Dharma: Talking Race, Love, and 
Liberation (North Atlantic Books, 2016). She 
holds the first Assistant Professor line in 
Vassar College’s Africana Studies Program, 
celebrating its 51st anniversary this year. 
Her current research centers the fugitive 
writings of formerly enslaved mother Harriet 
Jacobs and her abolitionist vision of freedom. 
Before joining the faculty at Vassar, Syedullah 
taught at the University of San Francisco 
and the University of California Santa Cruz, 
where she completed her PhD in Politics 
with a designated emphasis in Feminist 
Studies and History of Consciousness. Out 
in the world, Jasmine is a core member of the 
Radical Dharma Movement Project bringing 
embodied practices of liberation to spaces 
of social justice, community organizing, and 
institutional change.

JEFFREY ALFIER
Jeffrey Alfier’s most recent book is The 
Shadow Field, from Louisiana Literature Press 
(2020). He is co-editor of Blue Horse Press 
and San Pedro River Review.
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JEFFREY FRANCIS
Jeffrey Francis is a portrait photographer 
with a penchant for storytelling. Francis 
resides in the City of Poughkeepsie, where 
the rapidly progressing landscape fuels his 
desire to create a narrative based on its Black 
community.

LAMAR WINT
Lamar Wint, Poughkeepsie Highschool 
Graduate & Art Effect Alumni specializing in 
black experimental international media. “I just 
want to think about the future and not be sad.”

MATTHEW WEAVER
Matthew Weaver is a Spokane, WA 
playwright, screenwriter and poet. Full-
length plays include BED RIDE, GLUTTONY 
AND LUST ARE FRIENDS, ACES ARE 
FEVERISH, TIMMY’S BIG KISS, JESUS AT 
10 and AWKWARD ROBOT’S INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL FOR DATING OTHER AWKWARD 
ROBOTS. Shorter plays include A NEW PLAY 
BY MATTHEW WEAVER, ANOTHER PLAY 
BY MATTHEW WEAVER, 19 EXCELLENT 
REASONS TO DATE MATTHEW WEAVER 
and HELP! I’M TRAPPED IN A MONOLOGUE 
WRITTEN BY MATTHEW WEAVER!

MEGAN HOWELL
Megan is a DC-based freelance writer. She 
graduated with her Bachelor’s Degree in 
French and Francophone Studies, Economics 
and Creative Writing from Vassar College. 
She’s currently pursuing an MFA in Fiction 
at the University of Maryland in College Park. 
Her work has appeared in McSweeney’s and 
The Establishment among other publications.

MICHAEL CHANG
Michael Chang (they/them) is the proud 
recipient of fellowships from Brooklyn 
Poets, Lighthouse Writers Workshop, and 
the Martha’s Vineyard Institute of Creative 
Writing. They were invited to attend the 
Juniper Summer Writing Institute, the Kenyon 
Review Writers Workshop, as well as the 
Omnidawn Poetry Writing Conference. Their 
writing has been published or is forthcoming 
in the Santa Clara Review, Yellow Medicine 
Review, Summerset Review, Heavy Feather 
Review, Juked, Radar, LandLocked, Poet Lore, 
Ninth Letter, Hobart, and many others.
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MORGAN OGILVIE
Raised in the South, Morgan Ogilvie is well-
aware that the weight of a freighted past 
can press upon our day-to-day experiences. 
Currently living outside Los Angeles to 
pursue her MFA at the California Institute 
of the Arts, she has found that Hollywood 
history seems paradoxically present in this 
famously transitory metropolis. With these 
preoccupations in mind, she has painted 
Mia Farrow from the 1968 film Rosemary’s 
Baby, casting her as a muse for our cultural 
moment, an age of anxiety, where implausible 
conspiracies are possible, and social media 
blurs all epistemic boundaries. We are all, in 
some sense, Rosemary. We can be forgiven 
if, like Rosemary, we are confused as to what 
is a dream and what is terrifying reality. 
But is her resulting “coming apart” solely 
destructive? Much like the emergence of 
Italian balcony sing-alongs in response to 
COVID-19 isolation, what glimmers of beauty 
might ascend within the disorientation of 
current experience? In this deranging era, 
creation and destruction co-mingle as never 
before.

NOA MENDOZA
Noa Mendoza is a Media Studies Major 
who was supposedly graduating in 2020 
back when time existed. She’s interested in 
collective storytelling and the intersection of 
audio and poetry. She’s thinking a lot right 
now about her relationship to birds, hugs, 
breakfast, the desert, planning, and parties.

SADDIQ DZUKOGI
Saddiq is the author of My Crib, Your Qibla 
(University of Nebraska Press, 2021). His 
poems have appeared in Kenyon Review, New 
Orleans Review, Oxford Review of Books and 
elsewhere. He lives in Lincoln Nebraska.

SARAH DEGNER RIVEROS
Sarah Degner Riveros was raised in Chicago 
and Texas; she studied at University of 
Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Universitat de 
Barcelona, and Columbia University in New 
York where she earned a Ph.D. in Spanish 
literature. She teaches Spanish through 
community engagement at Augsburg 
University where she is currently completing 
the MFA in poetry and creative nonfiction. 
Her work has appeared in Bearings, Brain; 
Child, Mothering, New Beginnings, Willawaw, 
Murphy Square Quarterly, and she has poems 
forthcoming in Yes Poetry, Porridge, Blue River 
Review, and Azahares. She is a single mother 
of five children and lives in St. Paul, MN, USA.
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STEFANA MCCLURE
Born in Lisburn, Northern Ireland, in 1959, 
Stefana McClure received her BA from 
Hornsey College of Art in London (1980 – 
1984) and continued her studies at Kyoto 
Seika University in Japan (1993 – 1995). 
Recent solo exhibitions have been held at 
Josée Bienvenu Gallery, New York (2018); 
Bartha Contemporary, London (2017); 
Sleeper, Edinburgh, Scotland (2017); and 
Arróniz Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico City 
(2015). McClure has been shown in numerous 
museum exhibitions, most recently Useless: 
Art Machines for Dreaming, Thinking, and 
Seeing, curated by Gerardo Mosquera, at The 
Bronx Museum of the Arts, New York (2019), 
and her work is included in many public 
collections including: The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York, NY; Fogg Art Museum, Harvard 
University Art Museums, Cambridge, MA; 
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX; The 
Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, CT; 
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, Germany; Museum 
Folkwang, Essen, Germany; Kunstmuseum 
Bonn, Germany; and The Machida City 
International Print Museum, Tokyo, Japan.

TARIQ GORDON
Tariq Gordon, BFA candidate at NYU Tisch 
School of the Arts, with a concentration 
in Directing. I plan on starting my own 
production company in the future, with the 
intention of telling the stories of those who 
are underrepresented in the media.

TRAVIS TATE
travis tate is a queer, black playwright, poet 
and performer from Austin, Texas, who 
earned an MFA from the Michener Center for 
Writers at the Unversity of Texas at Austin. 
Their debut poetry collection, Maiden, will be 
published on Vegetarian Alcoholic Press in 
June 2020. You can find more about them at 
travisltate.com.

WILLIAM WOOLFITT
William Woolfitt is the author of three poetry 
collections: Beauty Strip (Texas Review Press, 
2014), Charles of the Desert (Paraclete Press, 
2016), and Spring Up Everlasting (Mercer 
University Press, 2020). 
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XINGZI GU
Xingzi Gu’s childhood unfolded in rural 
China, where omnipresent superstition and 
ghost stories filled the air as they practiced 
folk rituals with family and mourned for the 
dead. By gathering the energy of magic and 
mystery, Xingzi creates a fanatical folk horror 
that characterizes the demonized voices into 
supernatural hybrids and witchy figures. 
Xingzi earned a BFA from the School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago in 2018, and currently 
resides and works in Nanjing, China.

ZARA KHALID
Zara Khalid graduated from American 
University in Washington DC in 2016. She has 
travelled globally and worked internationally, 
recently at the James P. Grant School of Public 
Health in Bangladesh. She enjoys studying pop 
culture and writing about how television and 
social media reframe our perspective on society.

ŽELJKA BLAKŠIĆ
Zagreb-born Željka Blakšić AKA Gita Blak is 
an interdisciplinary artist based in New York 
City. She works with performance, 16mm 
film, video, and installation; exploring the 
politics of lived time through the perspective 
of particular political and social conditions. Her 
practice is collaborative and often inspired by 
the sub-culture of the 1990s-era in Croatia, 
when punk, anarcho and eco movements were 
having a renewal. She works across disciplines 
by exploring possibilities and peripheral areas 
of different media, often combining 16mm film, 
video, sculpture, and performance. Recent 
exhibitions include “It Won’t Be Long Now, 
Comrades!” curated by Katia Krupennikova 
and Inga Lāce at Framer Framed, Amsterdam, 
NE; “The Witnessing Event” curated by Rashmi 
Viswanathan at Los Sures Museum, NY; 
Gallery Augusta, Helsinki, FI; AIR Gallery, NY; 
Fondazione Pistoletto in Biella, Italy etc. Her 
performances were recently commissioned by 
the Museum of Modern Art, NY; Artizen, Cluj, 
RO; SOHO 20 Gallery, NY and many others. 
She was a recipient of the Alserkal Avenue 
Residency in 2019, Residency Unlimited and 
National Endowment for the Arts Award in 
NY 2017, The MuseumsQuartier Residency in 
Vienna 2017, Recess Session and Via Art Fund 
Grant NY 2016, AIR Gallery Fellowship in 
NY 2015, The District Kunst Kulturförderung 
Award in Berlin and many others.
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